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Executive Summary
Race has become a prominent focus for human
biotechnology. Despite often good intentions, genetic technologies are being applied in a manner
that may provide new justification for thinking
about racial difference and racial disparities in
biological terms—as if social categories of race
reflect natural or inherent group differences.
The Human Genome Project (HGP) and subsequent research showed that there is less than 1%
genetic variation among all humans. Patterns of
mating and geographic isolation over thousands of
years have conferred genetic signatures to certain
populations. Yet scientists have found little evidence to support lay understandings that social
categories of race reflect discrete groups of human
difference. While HGP findings initially led many
to conclude that race (as it is commonly conceived
and used) is not genetically significant, the hope
that science would promote racial healing has
largely not materialized.
In fact, trends in life science research have
shifted the other way. There are increasing efforts
to demonstrate the genetic relevance of race by
mapping this less than 1% of variation onto social
categories of race to find genetic explanations for
racial disparities and differences.
Many celebrate these developments as an opportunity to learn more about who we are and
why certain groups are sicker than others. Yet
some are struck by the extent to which these new
conversations aimed at benefiting minority com-

munities echo past discussions in which the science of biological difference was used to justify
racial hierarchies.
Although this new research is rapidly evolving and is fraught with controversy, it is being
used to develop several commercial and forensic
applications that may give new credence to biological understandings of racial difference—often
with more certainty than is supported by the available evidence. This unrestrained rush to market
race-specific applications and to use DNA technologies in law enforcement can have significant
implications for racial minorities:
■

Race-based medicines have been promoted
as a way to reduce inequities in healthcare
and health outcomes. Yet the methodological
assumptions behind them raise as many
issues as the questionable market incentives
leading to their development.

■

Genetic ancestry tests rely on incomplete scientific methods that may lead to overstated
claims. The companies that sell them often
suggest that biotechnology can authoritatively
tell us who we are and where we come from.

■

DNA forensics have been used to exonerate
those who have been wrongly convicted and
can provide important tools for law enforcement. However, some forensic applications of
genetic technologies might undermine civil
rights—especially in minority communities.
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While each of these applications has been examined individually, this report looks at them together to highlight a fundamental concern: that
commercial incentives and other pressures may
distort or oversimplify the complex and discordant relationship between race, population, and
genes. Applications based on such distortions or
oversimplifications may give undue legitimacy to
the idea that social categories of race reflect discrete biological differences.
The concerns raised in this report should not
be read as impugning all genetic research that implicates social categories of race. There is evidence
that socially constructed notions of race may
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loosely reflect patterns of genetic variation created
by evolutionary forces, and that knowledge about
them may ultimately serve important social or
medical goals. Yet, given our unfortunate history
of linking biological understandings of racial difference to notions of racial superiority and inferiority, it would be unwise to ignore the possibility
that 21st century technologies may be used to revive long discredited 19th century theories of race.
Advances in human biotechnology hold great
promise. But if they are to benefit all of us, closer
attention should be paid to the social risks they
entail and their particular impacts on minority
communities.
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Preface
Dorothy Roberts
In his 2000 manifesto against racial thinking,
Against Race, sociologist Paul Gilroy predicted that
advances in genomic research would eventually
discredit the idea of “specifically racial differences”
by rendering race a useless way of classifying people.1 Many researchers similarly anticipated that
the science of human genetic diversity would replace race as the preeminent means of grouping
people for scientific purposes. After all, social scientists’ conclusion that race is socially, politically,
and legally constructed was confirmed by genomic
studies of human variation, including the Human
Genome Project. These studies showed high levels
of genetic similarity within the human species.
Most genetic variation occurs within populations,
not between them.
But reports of the demise of race as a biological category were premature. Instead of hammering the last nail in the coffin of an obsolete system,
the new genomics is producing a resurgence of scientific interest in race-based genetic variation and
an explosion of race-based technologies. Fueled by
research funding and commercial interests, scientists are incorporating race as an organizing principle in cutting-edge genetic research.2
Race-specific pharmaceuticals, commercial
genetic technologies for determining racial genealogy, and law enforcement’s use of large DNA
data banks for suspect identification are prominent examples of this scientific development.
Playing the Gene Card? A Report on Race and

Human Biotechnology analyzes the social implications of this technology’s potential to reaffirm the
biological meaning of race. Although each of
these technologies merits intense investigation, it
is important to consider the impact of their simultaneous development. This Report not only
documents the expansion of race-based technologies, but analyzes how they are linked and why
we should be concerned about them. By considering common themes marking all of these technologies, Playing the Gene Card? uncovers the full
scope of their power to affect the racial order in
America.
There are three key problems that should
worry us. First, many of the scientific claims
promoting race-based biotechnologies are suspect; we should question the validity of using
race as a proxy for both genetic difference and
group commonality. Scientists, entrepreneurs, and
government agents have oversold the ability of
race as a biological category to improve medicine, reveal our true identities, and solve crime.
Second, race-based biotechnologies threaten to
reinforce the myth that racial categories are natural rather than a classification system invented
for political ends.
Finally, these technologies reinforce the related pretense that health and other disparities
between groups are caused by biological differences rather than social inequities. Race-specific
pharmaceuticals are promoted as the solution to
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health disparities that result from the experience
of discrimination, inferior living conditions, and
inadequate health care. Commercial ancestry
testing companies attempt to restore the genealogical histories irreparably broken by the slave
trade. And, although DNA forensics has famously
helped to exonerate innocent people, the collection of genetic material to identify suspects poses
threats to civil liberties that will fall disproportionately on minority communities.
How can we explain the rise of race consciousness at the heart of the 21st century genomic revolution? Science historian Evelynn Hammonds observes, “. . . the appeal of a story that
links race to medical and scientific progress is in
the way in which it naturalizes the social order in
a racially stratified society such as ours.”3 Explaining racial inequality in biological terms rather
than in terms of white political privilege has profoundly shaped science in America for three centuries, beginning with the scientific defense of
slavery.4 Race-based technologies have tremendous potential to influence state efforts to address
racial inequality by diverting attention from the
structural causes of racial inequities towards genetic explanations and technological solutions.5
Their expansion may help to encourage a shift in
responsibility for addressing disparities from the
government to the very individuals who suffer
most from inequality.
It is critical to place these biotechnological
advances in their contemporary political context.6 The controversy over race-based technologies is occurring against the sociopolitical backdrop of an equally heated debate about approaches
to racial equality. Colorblindness and race consciousness compete as major frameworks for defining the proper treatment of race in social policy. In the political arena, advocates for colorblind
policies assert that racism has ceased to be the
cause of social inequities while race conscious
policies are promoted as a necessary means for
remedying persistent institutional racism. In June
2007, the United States Supreme Court spotlighted this contest in its 5–4 decision striking down
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race-conscious plans to desegregate elementary
schools in Seattle and Jefferson County, Kentucky.7 The Court adopted the position that the
Constitution requires the government to be colorblind by paying no explicit attention to race in
policy making. As Chief Justice John Roberts
concluded, “[t]he way to stop discrimination on
the basis of race is to stop discriminating on the
basis of race.” Thus, race consciousness is decreasing in government social policy at the very moment it is increasing in biotechnology.
The political context of race-based technologies is complicated by the tension experienced by
racial justice advocates seeking to directly confront
the very real impact of systemic racism without
reifying race as a natural division of human beings.
Some African Americans have demanded inclusion in technological innovations that incorporate
biological definitions of race for the express purpose of promoting racial equality. There is strong
support for race-based medicine, for example,
among some black advocates, researchers, and
physicians precisely to redress past discrimination
and fulfill longstanding demands for science to attend to the health needs of African Americans.8
Race-based biotechnologies are likely to affect an even more powerful political agenda. The
diversion of attention from social to molecular
causes and solutions reinforces privatization, the
hallmark of the neoliberal state that pervades
every aspect of public policy. In the wake of globalization, the United States has led industrialized and developing nations in drastically cutting
social welfare programs while promoting the free
market conditions conducive to capital accumulation.9 Critical to this process of state restructuring is the transfer of social services from the welfare state to the private realm of the market,
family, and individual while advancing private
sector interests in the market economy. Just as
imperative to the neoliberal regime is the state’s
brutal intervention in communities of color in
the form of mass incarceration, foster care, welfare behavior modification programs, and harsh
immigration enforcement and deportation. The
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public is more likely to support these trends if it is
convinced that race-based technological innovations can replace the need for social change.
Sociologist Nikolas Rose argues that the effort
“to control the biological makeup of the population as a whole” distinguishes eugenics from contemporary biological politics’ concern with the genetic health of individuals.10 Today’s biopolitics
reflects a radical change from state management of
the population’s health to individual management
of genetic risk, aided by new genetic technologies.
But we should not dismiss the relevance of eugenics so categorically. Critical aspects of past eugenics programs characterize both contemporary
population control policies and some genetic advances. The eugenic approach to social problems
locates them in biology rather than social struc-
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ture; eugenic programs therefore sought to improve society by eliminating disfavored people instead of social inequities. Its chief device was to
make the social order seem natural by casting its
inequitable features as biological facts.
There is an intense debate among genetic and
social scientists about the appropriate use of race
as a category in scientific research. The question
of biology’s proper role in defining race and addressing racial inequality is far from resolved. But
to reach ethical answers, we must put social justice at the center of the public debate. This report
concludes with helpful proposals that take social
justice into account to avoid the potential for
race-based technologies to reinforce rather than
reduce inequality. Those concerned with racial
justice in America should take heed.
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Race Cards and Gene Cards:
A Note About the Report’s Title
The title of this report draws upon a rhetorical
phrase common in the United States: playing
the race card. This expression alludes to a lessthan-honorable move in a proverbial card
game—where race, or an accusation of racism, is
used as a winning “trump card” that beats all
other players’ hands.
Stanford Law Professor Richard Ford notes
that “playing the race card typically involves
jumping to a conclusion not compelled by the
facts.”11 It is most often used to suggest that someone has illegitimately inserted the emotionally
charged issues of race or racism into an otherwise
rational conversation as a way to divert attention
away from more substantive issues.
One of the more famous “race card” accusations was used in the 1995 O.J. Simpson trial.
University of California, Berkeley film studies
Professor Linda Williams writes
The “race card” was invoked as a term
during the first O.J. Simpson double-murder
trial when the prosecution accused [defense
attorney] Johnny Cochran’s team of cheating by introducing evidence of detective
Mark Fuhrman’s racism. This evidence—of
Fuhrman’s prior use of the word “nigger”—
was called an “ace of spades” by prosecutor
Christopher Darden: “Mr. Cochran wants
to play the ace of spades and play the race

xiv

card. . . . If you allow Mr. Cochran to use
this word and play this race card, not only
does the direction and focus of the case
change, but the entire complexion of the
case changes. It’s a race case then. It’s white
versus black.”12
The admittedly provocative analogy implied
by the report’s title should not be understood as
dismissing all genetic research that alludes to race
(or any of its many surrogates) as illegitimate.
Playing the Gene Card? readily acknowledges the
many potential benefits that may come from raceconscious biomedical and biotechnical innovations. Rather, this title is offered to raise a series of
important questions that should be taken seriously, including whether the less-than-precise—
and at times sensationalistic—statements about
the genetic underpinnings of race and racial disparities might obscure the former’s social construction and the latter’s social determinants.
Playing the Gene Card? asks whether the commercial and forensic applications of recent developments in genetics are being used—perhaps unwittingly—as trump cards that hide the social and
molecular complexities underlying racial disparities in health, our genealogical heritages, and forensic analyses. To the extent that this may be occurring, the report explores the ways that it may
reassert race as a discrete biological entity.
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Introduction

Are 21st Century Technologies Reviving
19th Century Theories of Race?
“The problem of the 20th century is the problem
of the color line,”13 wrote W.E.B. DuBois in 1903.
Rarely have so few words been so prescient yet so
understated. DuBois prophetically captures the
significant role that race played in many of the
nation’s struggles during the last century, from
the ravages of Jim Crow to Brown v. Board of Education to the Civil Rights Movement to the War
on Drugs.
Despite significant advances in race relations
and the status of people of color, racial minorities
face new challenges in the 21st century that are
unmistakably connected to past injustices. The
persistent gap in wealth between racial minorities
and their White counterparts,14 the substantial
disparity in infant mortality between Black and
White babies,15 and the continued racial segregation of public schools fifty years after Brown that
leaves minority children with substandard educations16 are but a few examples of the enduring
legacy of racial discrimination in America.
Yet a series of applications relying upon genetic technologies are lending support to explanations of racial disparities that rely more on biology than on social conditions. We are seeing a
revival of previously discredited beliefs that the
social problems and inequities that characterize
the color line come from inherent biological differences between racial groups. In a nutshell, the
color line that still divides racial groups is in-

creasingly taking on, in the view of some, a genetic character.
But these new articulations of biological race
have a different overtone from their predecessors.
In the name of resolving racial disparities in
health, addressing disrupted genealogies, and improving law enforcement, they explicitly reject the
racial subordination that fueled past efforts to
link social categories of race to inherent biological differences. Yet they may inadvertently lead to
similar conclusions: that various racial disparities—from why certain groups are sicker than
others to why arrest and incarceration rates are
higher among some populations—can be more
meaningfully understood through genetic than
social or environmental mechanisms.

How Have New Genetic Theories
of Racial Difference Developed?
For most of the 19th century, science played a key
role in shaping lay understandings of race. A variety of scientific theories suggested that Blacks,
Native Americans, and other racial minorities
were either an entirely separate (and inferior)
breed of humankind, or that they were less
evolved than White Americans and Europeans.17
These beliefs were instrumental in maintaining
systems of racial subordination.18
By the latter half of the 20th century, a largely
shared (but by no means universal)19 understand-
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ing emerged: humanity is one species, environmental and social pressures play a significant part
in the variations observed across human groups
and their outcomes, and the racial distinctions
drawn by society reflect shifting cultural, political, and economic forces.
In 1950 a group of leading biologists and social scientists issued The Race Question, a statement under the auspices of UNESCO, the United
Nations Educational, Social, and Cultural Organization. It read in part,
“The biological fact of race and the myth of
‘race’ should be distinguished. For all practical social purposes, ‘race’ is not so much
a biological phenomenon as a social myth
[which has] created an enormous amount
of human and social damage.”20
Fujimura et. al. point out that “the 1950 and
1951 UNESCO statements on race are often
cited as demonstrating that Euro-American scientists in the post Second World War era were
vigilant against biological notions of racial
difference [without acknowledging] that subsequent UNESCO statements critiqued racial prejudice and racism but did not disown the
biological concept of race itself.”21 Shortly afterwards, genetic researchers began demonstrating
the limited correlation between outward physical appearance (typically the driving force
behind racial categorizations) and underlying
genetic variation.22
Although conceptions of race ebbed and
flowed throughout the 20th century, the social
construction thesis and the scientific data supporting it have encouraged egalitarian sentiments
and advances in civil and human rights for racial
minorities. Today the constructionist approach to
race is itself receiving significant challenges from
some developments in the life sciences. A considerable amount of research is now being devoted
to finding genetic differences that map onto social understandings of race. Much of this research
is premised on the idea that group differences in
social, behavioral, and health outcomes may, in
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large part, be explained by genetic variations or
frequencies associated with each group. While
the scientific evidence for these hypotheses is in
flux, it is not too soon to consider their social,
ethical, and legal implications.
At the same time that academic researchers
ferret out the significance of these studies, new
industries are emerging based on biotech products that may have important consequences for
communities of color. Drug companies are beginning to offer medicines for specific racial groups,
suggesting that genetic differences between races
are significant determinants of health disparities.
Genetic tests are being marketed to provide answers about our ancestry that were thought to be
lost forever due to past geopolitical conflicts. And
biotech companies are offering law enforcement
agencies high-tech tools with which to profile and
catch criminals.

Context: After the
Human Genome Project
In October 1990, the United States Department
of Energy and the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) launched an ambitious project: mapping
the entire human genome. The Human Genome
Project (HGP) announced a first draft in 2000 to
great fanfare. The project was formally completed
in 2003, though work continues on some details.
Its findings have been the basis of much improved
understandings about the way genes influence
health outcomes.
One of the HGP’s most heralded findings
was that all humans are over 99.9% similar at the
molecular level, a discovery that supports the
social rather than genetic character of racial categories. (Subsequent research has slightly raised
the initial estimate of difference, to around
0.5%.33) At the time that the HGP’s results became public, numerous scientists and other observers predicted that its finding of human genetic similarity would finally move society
beyond biological theories of racial difference
that have fueled centuries of racial strife.34 This
became the basis of broader social and political
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What Does It Mean to Say that Race Is Not Biologically Significant
or that It Is a Social Construction?
Researchers in the social and life sciences have argued
that race is not a meaningful biological category, that
it is a “social construction” rather than a scientific fact.
But what does this mean? These phrases are
typically used to convey the ideas that
q the importance placed on the outward physical distinctions that societies traditionally use to draw racial
boundaries vary substantially over time and place,
q these physical distinctions do not reflect any
inherent meanings, abilities, or disabilities, and
q racial differences in social and health outcomes
do not correlate meaningfully with underlying
biological or genetic mechanisms.
In short, as University of California, Berkeley Law
Professor Ian Haney Lopez argues, the constructionist
view “rejects the most widely accepted understanding
of race . . . [which holds that] there exist natural,
physical, divisions among humans that are hereditary,
reflected in morphology, and roughly captured by
terms like Black, White, and Asian.”23
There are certainly biological components to race and
health outcomes, though often only because of the way
certain groups are treated in relation to how they are
perceived.24 A key example of this phenomenon was
demonstrated by John Hopkins epidemiologist Michael
Klag, who found that rates of hypertension among Black
Americans correspond to skin complexion; those with
darker skin have higher rates.25 Klag showed that this is
not simply a genetic or biological phenomenon, but
rather a health outcome linked to skin tone
discrimination and the higher degree of stress
experienced by dark-skinned Blacks.26 While the effect
was biological, the cause was largely social.
Of course, genes (along with other biological and
environmental factors) shape human variation and

pronouncements such as those made by then
President Bill Clinton:
“I believe one of the great truths to emerge
from this triumphant expedition inside the
human genome is that in genetic terms, all

outward physical appearance, and many of these
characteristics are heritable. Evolutionary dynamics
have conferred some different phenotypic traits and
genetic signatures to geographically separated groups
that may loosely resemble social categories of race.
Thus, as Francis Collins notes, the ability to identify
genetic variations that provide “reasonably accurate”
yet “blurry” estimates of portions of an individual’s
ancestry suggest that “it is not strictly true that race or
ethnicity has no biological connection.”27
But it is important to put even loose correlations
between race and genes or genetic predispositions in
an appropriate context. An early and enduring finding
in human genetic studies is that there is typically more
genetic variation within socially defined racial groups
than between them.28 Another consistent finding is
that for any observable “racial” trait, there are no corresponding genetic boundaries between population
groups. They are discordant—that is, the collection of
observable physical cues that society often uses to
create the idea of discrete racial groups are not mirrored by corresponding genetic boundaries.29 Instead,
biologists find graded variations in the percentages of
groups with each characteristic.
In other words, the sharp delineations that society
makes with regards to racial categories are not meaningfully reflected in our genes.30 That is why scientists
such as Yale geneticist Kenneth Kidd conclude that
“there’s no such thing as race in Homo sapiens.
. . . There’s no place [in our genes] where you can draw
a line and say there’s a major difference on one side of
the line from what’s on the other side.”31 To say that
race is a social construction is to emphasize that in
most cases, racial categories based upon phenotype
(physical appearance) ultimately provide a poor way to
proxy32 individual genotype, or genetic variations that
may be exclusive to certain populations.

human beings, regardless of race, are more
than 99.9 percent the same. What this means
is that modern science has confirmed what
we first learned from ancient fates. The most
important fact of life on this Earth is our
common humanity.”35
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The truths of science, it was hoped, could
promote racial healing. Yet almost as soon as this
result was announced, mapping the less than 1%
of human genetic variation onto social categories
of race became the focus of several research projects.36 Harvard anthropologist Duana Fullwiley
provides an example of the conflicting directions
of this research: “The same year that the heads [of
the Human Genome Project] repudiated race as
genetically significant [the NIH’s Pharmacogenomics Research Network] hypothesized its necessity for ‘rational medicine.’ ” 37
Since then, biomedical researchers and companies have become increasingly interested in developing treatments that use race and ancestry
(both perceived and self-identified) as proxies for
groups’ genetic predispositions. Put differently,
these efforts presume that social categories of race
reflect medically relevant genetic differences, even
when such differences have not been identified.
This is better known as race-based medicine: drugs
that are developed, approved, and marketed for
specified racial groups. Only one of these drugs,
BiDil, has received FDA approval. But others are in
development and are likely to be next in line.
Meanwhile, dozens of biotechnology companies are marketing genetic testing services directly to consumers, bypassing physicians and other
health care professionals. Combined with the
power and reach of the Internet, direct-to-consumer (DTC) genetic testing offers people the
ability to swab their cheeks at home, mail the
sample (along with a fee ranging from $100 to
$1000), and receive information a few weeks later.
Various testing companies claim to reveal insight
into their customers’ predisposition for certain
diseases, the optimal diet for their genotypes,38
and even the sport in which their children are
most likely to excel.39
The growth of DTC genetic testing has been
accompanied by much skepticism. Many medical
professionals feel that without proper counseling,
people can easily misinterpret test results and draw
inaccurate conclusions about their health. The usefulness of the information conveyed by such tests
has also come under fire. The United States Gov-
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ernment Accountability Office—Congress’ investigative arm—reports that many DTC tests purporting to give genetically tailored nutritional and
health advice “mislead the consumer by making
health-related predictions that are medically unproven and so ambiguous that they do not provide
meaningful information to consumers.”40
To date, there has been less public discussion
about the significant concerns stemming from
genetic tests claiming to reveal information about
consumers’ ancestral origins, which are often interpreted as tests of racial purity and mixture. But
genetic ancestry tests are gaining popularity, especially among African Americans.
Biotechnology is also making an impact in
forensics, a field that uses techniques such as ballistics, fingerprinting, and toxicology to investigate crime. Two decades ago, the UK’s Sir Alec
Jeffreys revolutionized forensics by developing
genetic profiling. This capacity to extract genetic
profiles from hair or body fluids left at crime
scenes has given police a powerful tool to identify
suspects.
A good part of DNA forensics’ power now
comes from massive databases storing large numbers of genetic profiles. Once a DNA sample is
gathered from a crime scene, it can be checked
against stored profiles for matches.
Whose DNA winds up in police databases?
Typically, it is people who have had previous runins with law enforcement. And herein lies the risk
for minority communities: given that Blacks and
Latinos are disproportionately policed, arrested,
and prosecuted, their profiles are likely to be overrepresented. This means that the significant civil
liberties concerns raised by DNA forensics will disproportionately burden these communities.

Key Concern: Will Commercial
and Forensic Applications Revive
Biological Theories of Race?
By considering these biotech applications together, this report intends to deepen the way we understand and evaluate scientific approaches to
race in the 21st century. It appreciates and acknowledges the medical, scientific and social ad-
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vances biotechnology may yield. But it focuses on
the risk that, if we are not extremely careful, commercial and forensic applications utilizing human
biotechnology may resuscitate harmful ideas
about race. Some biotechnological applications,
however well-intentioned, may in practice encourage the questionable idea that social categories of race accurately reflect genetic difference,
and that groups’ social and health outcomes are
determined largely by genetic predispositions
rather than social forces and institutional practices. In doing so, this report reconsiders DuBois’
color line thesis to suggest that the problem of the
21st century may not simply be the color line, but
its geneticization: increasingly sophisticated arguments that social categories of race reflect inherent genetic differences, and that these biological variations can explain racial differences and
disparities without broader consideration of their
social determinants.
There is some evidence that social categories
of race may be genetically relevant to the extent
that they may correlate with geographical origin,
broadly defined. This, in turn, may reflect the histories of isolation and evolution experienced by
some groups. Yet there is also evidence that today’s
applications in biomedicine, genealogy, and forensics might treat race in a circular fashion. Unexamined ideas and assumptions about the genetic relevance of race, often reflecting lay perspectives, may
inform research questions and methodologies.
Though the results in fact reflect the starting assumptions, they might reinforce the notion that
social categories of race map onto meaningful genetic differences. These findings may then get diffused throughout scientific fields, align with folk
notions of race, and become reference points as
hard evidence of a genetic basis of race.41
This is what Troy Duster and others have
called the reification of race: transforming race as
a social concept into a specific, definite, concrete,
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and now presumably genetic category which can
feed back into preexisting lay understandings of
racial difference.42
The potential of race-specific medicine, genetic ancestry tests, and DNA forensics to revive
biological thinking about race is not necessarily
due to any ill intent on the part of researchers
working in the area of race and genetics. To the
contrary, many scientists have devoted their careers to egalitarian and praiseworthy pursuits
such as resolving health disparities and assisting
law enforcement. For example, the use of racial
categories in biomedical research has been proposed as a way to make biomedicine more inclusive.43 But even with the best of intentions, commercial and forensic applications of this research
can unwittingly create the very difference they
seek to find. As in other areas, racial injustice is
best understood as a matter of systematic outcomes rather than a question of intentions.
Social categories of race are at times folded uncritically into these applications, and health disparities are often treated as if they stem from slight
genetic variations rather than from well-documented social inequalities. These dynamics might
allow less-than-robust scientific studies or weak
correlations between genetic variations and social
categories of race to be marketed as commercially
viable genetic tests or biomedicines. Society’s continued stake in the idea that social categories of
race reflect significant genetic differences—even
when faced with substantial evidence to the contrary—contributes to the acceptance of these products. And this process might work to reconstitute
an inaccurate and unsubstantiated view of racial
difference and disparities.

In This Report
These technologies raise particular questions for
minority populations as patients, consumers, and
as the disproportionate subject of law enforcement.
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Playing the Gene Card? is designed to provide an
accessible assessment of three emerging biotechnology applications—race-based medicine, genetic ancestry tests, and DNA forensics—to examine
their effects on minority communities and on our
understanding of race.

more significant than commonly acknowledged.
Are ancestry tests helping to revive outmoded
theories of race, while offering misleading hope
that technology can somehow compensate for the
genealogical ruptures produced by the slave
trade?

Chapter 1, Race-Based Medicine: One Step Forward, Two Steps Back? describes the controversies around BiDil, the first drug developed for a
specific racial group.
Attempts to understand the relationship between genetic variations and drug response represent a first step towards what has been described as personalized medicine: therapies that
are custom-tailored to patients with a particular
genetic makeup. This is a promising field when
considered in terms of individual patients. But
marketing relies on appeals tailored to large numbers of people—that is, to particular groups. Racial groups have become an initial focus for such
marketing campaigns despite significant questions regarding claims that the drugs in question
are in fact race-specific.

Chapter 3, Race and DNA Forensics in the Criminal Justice System, discusses how rapidly expanding DNA databases and related technologies are a
civil liberties concern for all, and raise particular
concerns for communities of color.
DNA analysis has become an important tool
for law enforcement; it has also led to the exoneration of many people wrongly convicted of crimes.
But critical questions need to be asked: Whose
DNA should be included in police databases? How
should we interpret the data? How long should the
government keep genetic profiles in these databases? Should police be allowed to store the DNA of
people merely suspected of crimes but never
charged or convicted? Should relatives of suspects
and criminals be subjected to familial searches that
implicate their privacy? Since the representation of
Blacks and Hispanics in the criminal justice system
is grossly disproportionate, there is an acute possibility that this data may exacerbate discrimination
in law enforcement.
Though numerous differences abound, today’s commercial and forensic applications of
human biotechnology may potentially verge on
echoing 19th and early 20th century biological
essentialism in prioritizing racial typology over
social determinants. Given our history of using
presumed biological differences between races to
justify unequal treatment, Playing the Gene Card?
suggests that we pay much closer attention to the
ways in which market forces and misunderstood
or misapplied science may give new legitimacy to
old theories of racial difference.

Chapter 2, Ancestry Tests: Back to the Future?
explains both the attraction and the significant
limitations of genetic ancestry tests, as well as
their broader implications for renewing biological theories of race.
Biotech companies target African Americans
for direct-to-consumer genetic tests that purport
to give information about their family origins.
They often present these ancestry tests as an end
run around the genealogical dead end produced
by the slave trade, which detached millions of African Americans from their roots. But many of
these companies make unsupported claims about
the reliability and significance of the test results.
And their social implications may be broader and
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Chapter 1

Race-Based Medicine: One Step Forward,
Two Steps Back?
It is well known that people often have different
reactions to medications. In most cases, the
causes of these differences are unknown, but they
may be connected to subtle variations in individuals’ DNA. Efforts to prescribe the right medication for each patient’s genome, to custom-tailor
therapies for patients with a particular genetic
makeup, are known as “personalized medicine”
and considered by many one of the great promises of modern biology.
This promise of personalized medicine, however, has barely begun to be realized. While there
are limited examples where drugs can be tailored
to individual genotypes, genetic knowledge is
not yet robust enough to do this on a large scale.
Nevertheless, pharmaceutical companies are beginning to develop drugs that claim to be tailored for a specific racial group, otherwise known
as race-based medicines. Such medicines are
based upon the idea that specific genetic variations that are most common within particular
racial populations explain certain health outcomes and disparities.
The first race-specific drug was BiDil, approved in 2005 by the FDA to treat African
Americans suffering from heart failure. Marketed
by the biotechnology company NitroMed as a
way to address what were perceived as racial disparities in heart failure, BiDil quickly became the
poster child for revamped efforts to approach

race not merely as a social category, but as a genetically relevant mechanism for understanding
human difference and medical outcomes.
This interest in race-based medicines is part
of a broader trend, most notably articulated by
doctors such as Sally Satel who believe racial profiling in medicine is good, or even necessary.44
For Satel and others, social categories of race are
useful proxies for understanding underlying genetic variations that may be unique to certain racial populations—even when such variation is
known to be relatively small.45 From this perspective, race-specific therapies “illuminate the future
of medicine.”46
Despite this enthusiasm and the supposed
benefits for minority health care, the story of
BiDil is a cautionary tale that raises a number of
important questions:
■

Is it reasonable to assume without specific
evidence that genetic variations, which can
play a substantial role in individuals’ drug
response, can be meaningfully grouped by
social categories of race?

■

How might lingering biological theories of
race influence well-intentioned research
agendas?

■

Is race-specific medicine the best way to use
limited resources to address racial disparities
in health?
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Major Projects on Human Genetic Variation
q The NIH Pharmacogenetics Research Network examines the less than 1% of human genetic difference to
explore how tiny variations might underpin group differences in disease susceptibility and drug response.47
q The Human Genome Diversity Project (now defunct) tried to use genetic data from indigenous groups around
the world in order to examine human genetic diversity.48
q The International HapMap Project compares the genetic sequences of individuals with African, Asian, and
European ancestry to catalogue genetic differences and similarities that may help find genes linked to certain
diseases or that affect drug response.49
q The NIH Center on Genomics and Health Disparities, launched in March 2008, promises to devote substantial
resources to using genomics to understand health disparities across different populations. The Center’s director,
Dr. Charles N. Rotimi, notes that “the priority of our center will be to understand how we can use the tools of
genomics to address some of the issues we see with health disparities.”50
These efforts do have scientific merit. Many researchers hypothesize that the less than 1% of variation in DNA
might be relevant to racial disparities in health outcomes. The tiny difference among individuals’ shared three
billion base pairs corresponds to up to 15 million genetic dissimilarities; these may correspond to genetic variations that are linked to ancestral evolutionary dynamics in a manner that can be proxied by individuals’ outward
appearance, or phenotype.

Before delving into these questions, it is necessary to have a brief understanding of the underlying scientific concepts used to support not only
claims about the propriety of race-based medicines, but also other claims linking race and racial
outcomes to genetic difference.

Pharmacogenomics: The
Concept Behind Race-Based
Medicines
The Human Genome Project (HGP) revealed that
humans have between 20,000 and 25,000 genes,
many fewer than was once thought. The completed sequence can now identify their locations; further research is likely to shed greater light on how
these genes work.
Individuals’ genetic sequences are remarkably similar. When two people’s chromosomes are
compared, their DNA sequences can be identical
for several hundred bases.51 But the sequences
will differ at about one in every 1,200 “letters”;
one person might have an “C” (cytosine) at a
given location while another person has a “T”
(thymine), or a person might miss part of a DNA
segment at any given point or have extra bases.
Each unique “spelling” in a chromosomal region is called an allele, while the collection of
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alleles in a person’s chromosomes is called a genotype. This is often contrasted with phenotype,
which is a person’s outward characteristics resulting from their genes’ interaction with the environment during development. For example, identical
twins have the same genotype but their phenotypes differ, though sometimes only slightly.
Pharmacogenomics is a biomedical field that
studies how these different spellings, or genetic
variations, might affect which drugs are most effective for particular genotypes. (See Figure 1, on
page 9, and “Why Genetic Variations Matter,” on
page 10.) Knowing that, researchers hope to be
able to predict which patients will respond best to
certain medications.
Pharmacogenomic research into which genetic variants correlate with drug response or
disease susceptibility coupled with population
geneticists’ research into which haplotypes correlate with particular ancestries—what many
scientists and laypersons closely associate with
“race”—are slowly but surely moving biomedicine in the direction of developing treatments
that use race and ancestry as proxies for groups’
genetic predispositions.52 In other words, racebased medicine works from the premise that social categories of race defined largely by pheno-
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Word A

Sentence A

Page

Turn the Page

Word B

Sentence B

Cage

Turn the Cage

One letter changed

Interpret sentence

Page

Word

A Changing one letter in a word.

Allele A

Protein A

ACTGACTG

ACTGACTG

Allele B

Protein B

CCTGACTG

CCTGACTG

Allele

Make protein

Gene

ACTGACTG

Gene

B Changing one base in a gene sequence.
Figure 1 Grammatical analogy. (A) A one-letter variation can change the meaning of a word or affect its
meaning in a sentence. (B) Similarly, a one-letter variation in a gene sequence can affect its meaning and the
proteins that are produced. The different protein may also have further consequences, such as affecting a
person’s susceptibility to certain diseases or their response to certain drugs. (Image based upon work by
Esteban González Burchard.)

type or self-identification can “stand in” for
specific genetic differences between races that
have yet to be found—and may never be.

First on the Scene: BiDil
The FDA’s approval of NitroMed’s BiDil in June
2005 as a treatment for African Americans with
heart failure was the first time that regulatory approval had ever been given to a drug specified
only for one racial group.

Five million Americans currently suffer from
heart failure.53 Medical literature and popular
media frequently repeat the claim that Blacks die
from heart failure twice as often as their White
counterparts. This two-to-one disparity has been
shown to be misleading,54 but it has nevertheless
provided the moral, scientific, and commercial
justifications for a race-specific approach to treating Black heart failure. The National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People, the
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Why Genetic Variations Matter
The “letters” or base pairs in a genetic sequence make
up “words” (in this analogy, genes) that instruct cells
to make proteins that allow them to perform their
assigned functions. These genetic sequences contain
information that might influence physical traits,
predisposition to disease, and responses to
environmental influences.
The misspelling of one letter can change a word’s
connotation and thus how it functions in a sentence
to convey meaning, as shown in Figure 1A. This is no
less true for genes, as shown in Figure 1B.
The most common types of genetic variation are
these alternate spellings in individual base pairs,
which affect whether and how certain proteins are
made. These genetic differences are called single
nucleotide polymorphisms, or SNPs (pronounced
“snips”). Several million have been identified, but
the total number is not known. Some of these differences seem to be immaterial or compensated for
elsewhere; others can be critically important.
In addition, SNPs can be used as markers to identify
and find particular genes in sequences of DNA. For
example, a “spelling change” in a gene might increase
the likelihood that a person suffers from asthma, but
researchers might not know its location on a
chromosome. They might be able to compare the
SNPs in people who suffer from asthma with those of
people who do not. If they find a particular SNP that is
more frequent among asthma sufferers, that SNP
could be used as a marker to locate and identify
genes that may influence this outcome. As the
International HapMap Consortium notes, “systematic
studies of common genetic variants are facilitated by
the fact that individuals who carry a particular SNP
allele at one site often predictably carry specific alleles
at other nearby variant sites. This correlation is known
as linkage disequilibrium; a particular combination of
alleles along a chromosome is termed a haplotype.”55

Association of Black Cardiologists, and other organizations have supported BiDil as an effective
way to curb the perceived disparity in heart failure between Blacks and Whites.56
The story of BiDil’s clinical development goes
back many years. The original patent, which did
not mention race, was submitted in 1987.57 Even
then, BiDil was not entirely new; rather, it combined two generic drugs (hydralazine and isosorbide dinitrate) into one pill.
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This is not to underestimate BiDil’s potential
contribution to treating heart failure; simplifying
administration can increase the likelihood that patients will use prescription drugs correctly and thus
optimize benefits. But it does draw attention to the
curious fact that these particular drugs have been
used to treat heart failure in all races for decades.
BiDil was put through the required clinical
trials, but initially failed to receive FDA approval
in 1997.58 Only then, through a retrospective
analysis of data from older clinical trials, did researchers begin to argue that the outcomes of
Blacks taking BiDil were better than those of
other racial groups. In 2002, after researchers
published a paper highlighting these race-specific
findings, the United States Patent and Trademark
Office issued a patent for BiDil to treat heart failure in African Americans. This patent was subsequently assigned to the biotech firm NitroMed.
With this new patent in hand—and an extended thirteen years of market exclusivity—NitroMed
amended BiDil’s failed application for FDA approval with a new clinical trial, called the AfricanAmerican Heart Failure Trial, or A-HeFT. This
study included only “self-identified” Blacks, and
yielded astonishing results: adding BiDil to conventional heart failure therapy reduced one-year
mortality by 43%. This finding, along with the oftcited 2:1 racial disparity in heart failure mortality,
fast-tracked BiDil for the FDA’s 2005 approval as
the first race-specific medicine.
BiDil’s approval represented at least three different claims about the relevance of race to health
care and health disparities. It was:
■

the first drug to be patented as race specific
(a legal claim about race and biology)

■

the first to receive FDA approval as race
specific (a regulatory claim about race and
biology)

■

the first to be marketed as race specific (an
economic claim about race and biology)

BiDil represents an important step in framing racial difference as an indicator of significant
genetic differences in human populations. Steven
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Nissen (chair of the FDA Cardiovascular and
Renal Drugs Advisory Committee that endorsed
BiDil’s approval) could not have been clearer in
affirming this, noting that his committee took
self-identified race in the A-HeFT studies “as a
surrogate for genomic-based medicine.”59 In the
absence of knowing the specific genetic markers
that presumably correspond with BiDil’s efficacy
in some patients, the advisory committee concluded that self-identified race is a suitable standin for this genetic difference.

Concerns about BiDil
Many ask, why not support BiDil, if it really helps
African Americans who suffer from heart failure?
The issue is that much of the evidence supporting
this claim is not as convincing as it initially seems.
African Americans are not twice as likely to die
from heart failure as anyone else. The statistic
behind the moral impetus for a race-specific approach to treating Black heart failure—the 2:1
ratio—is not accurate. Legal scholar Jonathan
Kahn, who followed the BiDil story very closely,
traces this claim to a series of misquotes concerning what is now quarter-century-old data.60
More recent data from the Centers for Disease
Control puts the ratio at 1.1:1. Essentially, there
is no difference in population-wide mortality between Blacks and Whites.
After this inaccuracy was brought to NitroMed’s attention, the company amended its
claim to say that “African Americans between the
ages of 45 and 64 are 2.5 times more likely to die
from heart failure than Caucasians in the same
age range.” This is technically correct. Yet it fails
to highlight a key point: the population aged 45 to
64 accounts for only 6% of heart failure mortality;
after age 65—when most heart failure mortality
occurs—the statistical difference evaporates.69
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Top-Down Marketing to the Black Community
“NitroMed did what other pharmaceutical
companies have always done. It gave money
to people who later gave its medication the
thumbs up.”61
NitroMed invested heavily in mainstream Black organizations to promote BiDil. It gave the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People $1.5
million “to develop health advocacy initiatives towards
equal access to quality healthcare.”62 The Association of
Black Cardiologists was a co-sponsor of its clinical trials,
and was paid $200,000.63 The company also gained the
support of the Congressional Black Caucus.64
Analysts predicted sales of $200 million in 2007 and
potentially as much as $825 million a year.65 In practice,
however, physicians and insurance companies were
reluctant to spend the extra $3000 a year that BiDil cost
compared with the existing generic counterparts.66
Sales for the first nine months of 2007 were only $11
million, and in January 2008 the company announced
that it was laying off most of its staff and suspending
marketing of BiDil while still making it available.67 In
October 2008, NitroMed announced that it planned to
sell all of its BiDil-related assets to JHP
Pharmaceutical.68

These data undermine the claims about racial
disparity upon which BiDil’s supporters have
based their moral argument. And given the robust research demonstrating that environmental
and socio-economic factors such as poverty and
lack of preventive health care worsen cardiovascular health outcomes, it is difficult to assert a
priori that genes play a significant role in any
population-wide disparities in heart failure that
might exist.
The clinical trial showing that BiDil is a racespecific drug had significant flaws. The A-HeFT
trial that propelled BiDil’s FDA approval does not
clearly support the claims of race specificity made
by the drug’s proponents. Those affiliated with the
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Historical Theories of Race
Concepts of difference have been part of the human
experience for millennia, as have prejudicial attitudes
towards groups perceived to be physically different.
During the taxonomic phase of biology, capped by
Linnaeus in 1758, there were several attempts to
categorize humanity into races; Linnaeus identified
four.70
The 19th century ushered in more systematic
attempts to give subjective prejudices an air of
objective truth by using biological theories of race.
Among those who tried were such notables as
Georges Cuvier, who effectively established the
discipline of paleontology, and Louis Agassiz, perhaps
the leading biologist of his day, who identified twelve
human races. Agassiz and others advocated for
“polygenism,” the theory that human races had
separate origins.
It is noteworthy that Charles Darwin was a
“monogenist” who rejected race as a biological
construct, having lived with South American natives
and been struck by “how similar their minds were to
ours.”71 Nevertheless, he did suggest that stronger
tribes would always eliminate the weaker, and what
became known as “Social Darwinism” provided a
foundation for racist investigation.
The development of eugenics by Francis Galton
(1822–1911), who helped pioneer skull
measurements and the statistical technique of
correlation, was closely related to theories of race.72
Among his many and varied efforts, Galton once
advocated introducing “the Chinaman” to Africa, in
order to “out-breed and finally displace the negro,”
since “the Chinaman [has] a remarkable aptitude for
a high material civilization.”73

FDA have justified this trial design by noting that
“the decision to conduct the trial in [only] black
patients reflected careful analyses of 2 previous
trials in racially mixed populations [V-HeFT I
and V-HeFT II]. . . . Both trials showed little or no
overall effect . . . in the mostly white patient population but hinted at substantial effect in subsets of
black patients.”74 They also note that conducting a
full study within a mixed race population would
have been an “unreasonable delay” in approving a
drug for a group for which there is evidence of its
benefits.
Any clinical trial that yields a 43% reduction
in mortality is a stunning feat. Yet by only enroll-
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ing self-identified Blacks, the trial strongly implies (and is indeed used to show) that it is only
effective in African American populations. But
this is not the case. Dr. Jay Cohn, the person who
developed BiDil, has repeatedly noted that nonBlacks can receive a substantial benefit from the
medication.75
Since patients other than African Americans
were not included in the clinical trial, the results
cannot speak to whether the drug works differently in Blacks. As Kahn notes, “The only responsible scientific claim that can be made on the basis
of these trials is that BiDil works in some people
who have heart failure, period.”76
There is little robust evidence that race is a suitable proxy for genetic differences in drug response. No genetic component to BiDil’s efficacy
has been demonstrated, despite assumptions by
Dr. Nissen and other BiDil supporters who believe that self-identified race can be used as a
proxy for genetic differences until specific genetic
variations are located. Racial pharmacogenomics,
as discussed above, is based upon the idea that
specific genetic variations that are most common
within particular populations explain certain
health disparities, and that these disparities can
be remedied with therapies that take such knowledge into consideration. BiDil’s clinical trials arguably put the cart before the horse, replacing a
scientific approach with the theory that racial difference equals genetic difference connected to
heart failure.
BiDil’s presumed race specificity is based upon
the idea that self-identified race can be a reliable
placeholder for inherited genetic variations that
ostensibly explain disparate health outcomes.
However, Francis Collins, former director of the
National Human Genome Research Institute,
writes: “A true understanding of disease risk requires a thorough examination of root causes.
‘Race’ and ‘ethnicity’ are poorly defined terms that
serve as flawed surrogates for multiple environmental and genetic factors in disease causation,
including ancestral geographic origins, socioeconomic status, education and access to health
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Are More Race-Based Medicines Around the Corner?
University College London biologists Sarah Tate and
David Goldstein note in a 2004 Nature Genetics article
that while controversial, “at least 29 medicines (or
combination of medicines) have been claimed, in peer
reviewed scientific or medical journals, to have differences in either safety or, more commonly, efficacy
among racial or ethnic groups.”78 Examples include:
q AstraZeneca is currently trying to salvage Iressa—a
drug that blocks carcinogenic cell growth—after a
clinical trial showed its efficacy to be statistically
insignificant.79 The company claims to have found
data suggesting that Asians responded particularly
well to it and has begun developing marketing
strategies for Asian countries.80
q While the cholesterol-lowering drug Crestor is currently available to all qualifying patients, AstraZeneca
has conducted a racially exclusive clinical trial (similar
to A-HeFT) called STARSHIP to demonstrate its particular effectiveness in Hispanics.81 The FDA has also
issued a Public Health Advisory because some Asian
Americans had an unusually strong reaction to
Crestor at some dosages.82
q In 2003, the pharmaceutical company VaxGen took
another look at data showing that its HIV vaccine,

care. Research must move beyond these weak and
imperfect proxy relationships to define the more
proximate factors that influence health.” 77
Arguments based on loose correlations and
unreliable proxies can play dangerously into lay
notions that racial difference equals fixed genetic
difference and may thus erroneously give the impression that racial disparities are caused by genes.

Addressing Disparities in
Health Through Race-Specific
Pharmaceuticals
The assumptions and missteps embedded in efforts to develop and market race-specific medicines raise some concerns. They contribute to three
possible outcomes that may work against sensible
approaches to addressing health disparities.

AIDSVAX, was not effective in the general population.
It hoped to find that the vaccine significantly reduced
HIV infections in Blacks and Asians, but abandoned
the effort after a subsequent clinical trial in Thailand
also failed to demonstrate efficacy.83
The Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers
of America (PhRMA), the pharmaceutical industry’s
trade group, released a report in December 2007
noting that its member companies “are developing
691 medicines for diseases that disproportionately
affect African Americans or diseases that are among
the top 10 causes of death for African Americans . . . [to]
help close the health disparity.”84 While this report
does not specifically pertain to medicines claiming to
be genetically tailored for Blacks, the report’s framing
highlights a perspective that drug companies are
promoting and that is becoming increasingly popular
within the biomedical sciences: health disparities are
linked to group predispositions that are best
addressed through targeted medications. The idea
that some racial groups are inherently different from
others is at the heart of the moral impetus for racebased medications.

Social determinants of health may take a back
seat.  Studies have repeatedly demonstrated the
relevance of poverty, environmental contaminants, lack of education, and other social determinants to overall health and health disparities.85 Even the most enthusiastic supporter of
BiDil’s race-specific indication acknowledges
that many factors—such as diet and stress—contribute to hypertension, diabetes, and other conditions that lead to heart failure.
Scientific studies that root health disparities
in genetic differences might obscure the social
and environmental factors that affect groups’ disparate health outcomes. Thinking about race in
genetic terms attracts public attention and deemphasizes the ways in which poor social treatment
leads to poor health outcomes.86
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Claims about a genetic basis for racial disparities in health outcomes can quickly influence
how we understand other social disparities.  A
key concern is the temptation to use the notion
that “racial disparities in health are genetically
linked” to explain racial disparities in other
areas such as employment, education, and criminal justice. These disparate outcomes might then
be attributed to people’s genes rather than to the
treatment groups are afforded and their access to
resources. Discussion of Blacks’ unemployment
rate, educational underachievement, and grossly
disproportionate representation in the criminal
justice system becomes detached from society’s
long history of discriminatory practices, and can
become intertwined with assumptions about
groups’ inherent (and inheritable) tendencies.
This may allow old theories of racial minorities’
biological inferiority to be legitimated in new
and different terms, shaping how we understand
inequalities in other fields.
Race-specific medicines can shift the responsibility for resolving racial disparities in health
from public health initiatives to private biomedical ventures. This is not to say that profit
interests can never converge with genuine opportunities to reduce health disparities. Indeed,
profit-driven research and development might
lead to treatments that can greatly benefit minority communities. But there is significant evidence that commercial motives might also lead
companies to make claims about race, genes, and
medicine that the available scientific evidence
simply does not support. And ceding the problem of racial disparities in health to biomedical
companies might devalue public health mechanisms that tackle these disparities’ core social
and environmental causes.
Examples abound of how commercial dynamics can distort the public interest in drug development. With regards to race-based medicine, BiDil’s
original patent as a race-neutral drug expired in
2007; the new patent based on the claim of racial
specificity extended exclusive rights over what is
essentially two generic drugs packaged as one. It is
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The Slavery Hypothesis
Exaggerated ideas about what genes can explain have
shaped popular culture to the point of creating urban
legends.87 And genetic reductionism affects medical
professionals as well as pop culture. One example is the
so-called “slavery hypothesis,” which has received highprofile coverage on The Oprah Winfrey Show and the
CNN mini-series Black in America.
According to this theory, African Americans tend to
have high blood pressure because the slaves who survived the grueling journey across the Atlantic to North
America had a genetic predisposition to retain salt—in
short supply on the slave ships—which gave them a
survival advantage. Given the supposed genetic roots of
this advantage, the heritable characteristic was supposedly passed on to subsequent generations, who then
developed hypertension in epidemic proportions once
their daily salt intake increased.
No evidence supports this theory despite its prevalence and persistence. Even if there were a “salt sensitivity” gene, slave ships’ overall mortality rate, while high,
was insufficient to create a lasting genetic bottleneck
effect that would shape the entire African American
gene pool in perpetuity.88 And there is no evidence for
this hypothesized gene among native Africans. Indeed,
Nigerians have lower hypertension rates than White
Americans, while Finns have higher rates than Black
Americans.89
Such genetic reductionism can distract from the
documented social determinants that affect hypertension such as poverty, diet and stress. Saying something
is “in the genes” is tantamount to saying we can do
nothing about it—except perhaps sell expensive custom-made medications. And that is a prescription
not for health equity, but for continuing disparities.

not unlikely that this influenced Nitromed’s repackaging of BiDil as a race-specific drug.
Such intellectual property rights have the potential to increase some African Americans’ cost
for heart failure treatment. Some have been encouraged to pay BiDil’s premium rather than continue a medical practice that has been going on
for years prior to BiDil’s FDA approval: taking its
generic counterpart. Though there is some contention as to whether BiDil and its generic components are bioequivalent,90 the broader point is
that leaving the resolution of health disparities to
the market can increase costs in ways that, in the
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end, make health care less accessible to minority
populations.
In a similar vein, using less-than-robust scientific evidence to racialize drug indications
might prevent broader populations from potentially benefiting from a therapy. Some doctors
may avoid prescribing what the federal government deems to be a Black drug to non-Black patients. And some non-Black heart failure sufferers
might not want to take a so-called “Black” drug.

Conclusion: Evaluating
Race-Based Medicine
Taken together, BiDil presents at least four interrelated concerns that should give pause when
considering continued efforts to produce and
market race-based medicines:
1. The claim that BiDil’s effects are race-specific is based on less than convincing science.
2. Its marketing suggests that health disparities
are best addressed through technology rather than by addressing social determinants.

3. It might give unwarranted credence to
biological notions of racial difference.
4. It may obscure the real potential of personalized medicines based upon individuals’ genotypes rather than self-identified race or group
phenotype.
What unites these initial forays into personalized medicine with our broader concerns about
race and biotechnology is their tendency to work
from the outside in: to assume that race (selfidentified or otherwise) reflects genetic variation
that explains groups’ disparate health outcomes.
This is fundamentally different than pharmacogenomics’ scientific promise: that specific genotypes, regardless of an individual’s racial categorization, can be identified and correlated with
particular therapies to improve drug response.
Loose correlations between the phenotypes and
genotypes of racial groups belie the promising
science behind pharmacogenomics.

Recommendations
■

The Food and Drug Administration should
require that clinical trials used to support
race-specific indications not be racially exclusive. Rather, these clinical trials should occur
across racial populations and empirically
demonstrate not only that the proposed drug
is more effective than standard therapy in the
targeted population, but also no better than
standard therapy in the non-targeted group.91

■

When race-specific drug labels are sought,
the FDA should seek authority to convene
separate advisory committees that look at
implications beyond safety and efficacy. In
particular, these committees should examine
the broader social impact that might occur. A
key concern should be the avoidance of any
government action that might give undue
legitimacy to biological understandings of
racial difference or unnecessarily restrict
medications that might benefit more than
one racial population.92
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Chapter 2

Ancestry Tests: Back to the Future?
Genetic testing is often presented as a major
breakthrough in healthcare, as DNA technologies
may give us special insights into individuals’ predisposition for disease and drugs’ optimal use. A
more questionable approach to these technologies is what some have termed recreational genetics93—DNA tests focused not on health but on
giving customers some type of ancillary information, such as insights into their genealogy.
The marketing and sale of direct-to-consumer
genetic ancestry tests is projected to become a
multi-billion dollar industry over the next several
years. One sector is particularly booming: African
Americans seeking to find their ancestral origins.
Ancestry tests are based on scientific research
in the field of population genetics. It is one thing,
as this field attempts, to investigate the frequency
of various genetic markers within certain populations. However, using these markers to provide
ostensibly accurate information to individuals
about their ancestry is something quite different.
Nevertheless, a number of companies have already commercialized this questionable link between population-based research and individual
ancestry. Many observers believe that they are
selling products to the public with far more confidence than the science warrants. Results can and
do vary, and many tests do not accurately reflect
significant parts of an individual’s ancestry.
From both scientific and consumer perspectives, genetic ancestry tests raise a series of im-

portant issues. Key among these is their likely social outcome: that industry euphemisms such as
“biogeographical ancestry” will more often than
not be understood as “race,” and that the perceived immutability of this social and political
construct can somehow, even minimally, be genetically verified by a simple cheek swab.
Ancestry tests unavoidably veer into the
questionable realm of using social categories of
race and ethnicity to shape the interpretation of
human genetic variation. In so doing, they can
give race an “organic” and “natural” feel, and fuel
the idea that social categories of race are genetically significant—that phenotypes are an outward
designation of hard-and-fast genetic differences.

African American Ancestry
While genetic ancestry tests appeal to people of
diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds, they have
been particularly alluring for African Americans
whose genealogical histories were disrupted by
the slave trade. In his award-winning PBS documentary African American Lives, Henry Louis
Gates, Jr., Professor of African American Studies
at Harvard University and Director of the W.E.B.
DuBois Institute, gives voice to the power and allure DNA technologies hold for Black Americans:
“I envy my friends who can come [to Ellis
Island] and celebrate their ancestors’ journey and trace them through the records so
Chapter 2 ■ Ancestry Tests: Back to the Future?
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diligently compiled here. Unfortunately
there is no Ellis Island for those of us who
are descendants of survivors of the African
slave trade. Our ancestors were brought to
this country against their will. When they
arrived, they were stripped of their history
and their identities. For generations we
have been unable to learn about African
heritage or our family trees. But what if we
could trace our roots? What stories would
we discover? What ancestors would we
meet? What if we could even travel through
time across the Atlantic Ocean and find
where our ancestors came from in Africa?
Now, thanks to miraculous breakthroughs
in genealogy and genetics, we can begin to
do just that.”94
Gates’ sentiments reflect many African
Americans’ enduring frustration with the slave
trade’s lasting ravages. This legacy affects not only
the community’s current social, political, and
economic situation, but also how Blacks understand their past. In this context, many African
Americans hope genetic ancestry tests will provide answers about themselves, their families,
and their communities that were presumed to be
lost forever.
One of the celebrities profiled in Gates’ documentary, actress and comedian Whoopi Goldberg, reacted in a manner that reflects this sentiment after hearing about the potential of genetic
ancestry tests:
“It’s possible to find out what I am and who I
am and what part? Oh my goodness!” 95
Such hopes and emotion make basic questions raised by genetic ancestry tests especially
poignant: Are these tests able to show what they
say they do? Can genetic testing give Blacks or
any other group the precise understanding of
their genealogy that it claims?
Before considering these questions in detail,
it is useful to have a basic understanding of the
science underlying this endeavor.
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Context: Population Genetics
Genetic ancestry tests examine individuals’ DNA
to see if they have certain genetic markers. People
who are closely related inherit the same markers
from shared ancestors, allowing the identification
of relationships between them. Moreover, some

Native Americans and Ancestry Tests
While many genetic ancestry tests are aimed at African
Americans, the ability to trace Native American ancestry
has also been significant part for this emerging industry.
Genelex, for example, ran the following advertisement in a
prominent newspaper for the Native American community:
Do you need to confirm that you are of Native
American descent? Recent advances in genetic
ancestry testing have put the answer to this question
at your fingertips. Whether your goal is to assist in
validating your eligibility for government entitlements such as Native American Rights or just to
satisfy your curiosity, our Ancestry DNA test is the
only scientifically rigorous method available for
this purpose in existence today.96
University of California, Berkeley Professor Kim Tallbear
notes that “categories such as ‘Native American’ are not
genetically definitive but politically, historically, and socially negotiated. . . . Genetic markers offer only weak evidence for making meaningful personal claims about
heritage and identity.”97
But genetic ancestry testing is nonetheless being used
to reconfigure the traditional genealogical basis on
which resources and entitlements for Native Americans
are distributed. Treating Native American ancestry as
solely a question of genetics rather than culture and
history raises a number of concerns not only for Native
American identity, but also sovereignty.
For example, after failing to gain recognition from the
federal government as a Native American tribe, the
Western Mohegan Tribe and Nation used DNA testing to
demonstrate their heritage in order to assert a claim on
the lucrative gaming business.98 Others have tried to use
such testing to gain affirmative action or diversity-based
admission to universities.99
As Tallbear and University of Texas anthropologist
Deborah Bolnick note, “For 150 years, Native American
rights have been determined by legal criteria that support
the idea of tribal sovereignty. Are tribes willing to give up
authority to the scientists, entrepreneurs, and investors
who run DNA testing companies and who seem less
familiar with Native American politics and history?”100
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Race, Intelligence, and James Watson
The notion that evolutionary forces confer specific
abilities and disabilities to different population groups
has been at the crux of a long debate over race and
intelligence. This conversation predated the existence
of population genetics’ modern tools, which have
been able to track certain genetic markers as they
pass through specific populations.
The early contours of this conversation were strongly
shaped by prejudice. For example, IQ tests102 of immigrants in 1913 “revealed” that 83% of Jews and 79% of
Italians (among others) were “feeble-minded.”103
Racism against Blacks existed in tests conducted by the
Army during World War I, whose results were bolstered
by personal observations such as:
“All officers without exception agree that the negro
lacks initiative, displays little or no leadership, and
cannot accept responsibility.”104
It would be easier to dismiss such reprehensible
sentiments as relics of a bygone day were it not for
recent statements that recast such bigotry through the
language of population genetics. For example, a 2007
article about Nobel Laureate James Watson quotes
him as saying that he is
“inherently gloomy about the prospect of Africa”
because “all our social policies are based on the
fact that their intelligence is the same as ours—

genetic markers are found more frequently in
certain parts of the world than others, which may
give clues to the geographical origin of a particular genetic sequence.
The technological developments underlying
the commercial viability of genetic ancestry tests
stem in large part from population genetics, a
field that looks at how evolutionary forces shape
groups’ genetic makeup. Advocates of genetic genealogy tests rarely use the term race, preferring
terms such as “biogeographical ancestry” or “continental ancestry.”101
Academic researchers have expended substantial resources over the past several decades

whereas all the testing says not really” . . . [and]
“there is no firm reason to anticipate that the
intellectual capacities of peoples geographically
separated in their evolution should prove to have
evolved identically.”105
Watson has long been notorious for offensive
remarks about “stupid kids,” “ugly women,” “fat
people,” and “oversexed Latins,” among others.106
While many have condemned these statements or
explained them as the aberrational musings by an
eccentric provocateur, his 2007 comments were not
so easily excused. Indeed, he himself apologized and
was forced to step down from his position as
Chancellor of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory.107
Nevertheless, some pundits sprang to Watson’s
defense,108 demonstrating that his original comments
reflect a point of view that remains all too common:
that genes are linked to social categories of race in
a manner that reflects a natural racial hierarchy.
Less than two months after Watson’s comments,
a test of his own DNA (which is publicly available
through deCode Genetics) was said to demonstrate
that Watson himself is 16% African.109 As this chapter
explains, the findings of genetic ancestry testing can
often be misleading. But the irony of this high-profile
result was nonetheless striking.

to studying the relationship between genetic
variation and ancestry, largely to reconstruct the
history of human populations. For example:
■

The Human Genome Diversity Project,
mentioned in Chapter 1, attempted to sample, bank, and analyze genetic data from
“isolated indigenous populations”110 across
the globe to study human genetic diversity,
migration, and evolution. The key effort here
was to collect and identify genetic markers
that are thought to be unique to certain
groups, in order to investigate the genetic
underpinnings of human difference.111
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■

The International HapMap Project, also
previously described, takes DNA samples
from several groups to identify their shared
patterns of genetic variation—but this time
with an eye towards understanding the
genetic component of certain diseases. This
project is based upon 270 DNA samples
taken from four groups: the Yoruba in Ibadan,
Nigeria; Japanese in Tokyo; Han Chinese in
Beijing; and Utah residents with ancestry
from northern and western Europe. The idea
is that single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs)—the single-base differences in DNA
segments that represent a common type of
genetic variation—can be isolated and tagged
to analyze differences between groups.
Researchers have shown that “many sets of
adjacent SNPs have been passed down

through the generations largely intact.”112
Known as haplotypes, these related SNP variants enable researchers to compare populations by looking at roughly 500,000 tagged
SNPs rather than all ten million (or more)
individually known SNPs.
■

The Genographic Project is a collaboration
between the National Geographic Society,
IBM and the Waitt Family Foundation. Considered by some to be the successor to the
Human Genome Diversity Project,113 it collects samples from around the world in order
to “map humanity’s genetic journey through
the ages.”114 The Genographic Project has
established ten research laboratories across
the globe to acquire “genetic samples from
the world’s remaining indigenous and tradi-

Bioprospecting and Biopiracy
The collection of genetic data from around the world
has provoked strong reactions. For example, the
United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous
Issues (UNPFII) recommended in 2006
“that the Genographic Project be immediately
suspended and report to the Indigenous peoples
on the free, prior and informed consent of all the
communities where activities are conducted or
planned.”116
In the 1990s, efforts by public interest groups including the Rural Advancement Foundation International
(RAFI, now the ETC Group) and the Indigenous Peoples
Council on Biocolonialism (IPCB) led to widespread
condemnation and the virtual stalling of the Human
Genome Diversity Project, which was widely derided as
the “Vampire Project.”117 Particular offense was taken to
the terminology “isolates of historical interest” which
led to comments such as this, by Victoria Tauli-Corpuz
of the Cordillera People’s Alliance, Philippines:
“After being subjected to ethnocide and genocide
for 500 years, which is why we are endangered,
the alternative is for our DNA to be stored and
collected. . . . Why don’t they address the causes
of our being endangered, instead of spending
$20 million for five years to collect and store us
in cold laboratories?” 118
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In part, this was a reaction to efforts dating back at
least to the 1950s to collect biological samples—
plants, generally—containing possibly therapeutic
chemicals and to isolate, patent and commercialize
these compounds without compensating the inhabitants of the areas where they were found.119 This was
extended to attempts to patent the ingredients of
long-standing traditional medicines and even foods.120
The same pattern was seen with human populations.
For instance, in the mid-1990s, DNA was collected from
272 of the 295 inhabitants of Tristan da Cunha, a tiny
island in the South Atlantic, with the explicit goal of
trying to isolate genes that lead to asthma, which is
endemic in this tiny population.121 The islanders, who
would not have benefited from any patent income,
have grown tired of intrusive visitors, as shown in this
response to a journalist doing a follow-up story in
2004:
“And how civilized are those in that world who
look down their noses at those from isolated
communities like ours, or less developed
nations?”122
The general problem for researchers was well
summarized in a 2006 New York Times headline:
“DNA Gatherers Hit Snag: Tribes Don’t Trust Them.”123
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tional peoples whose ethnic and genetic identities are isolated.”115
These projects’ attempts to learn more about
genetic variations among human populations
may be valuable, whether they are aimed at developing new biomedicines or learning more
about human history. Nevertheless, critics have
argued that “the view that isolated populations
can be treated as genetically discrete is simplistic.
This kind of ‘typological’ thinking—which underpins all notions of racial differences—has
been in retreat for years . . . and for good reason:
it assumes not only that human groups are de-
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fined solely by genetic characteristics but that
these vary from group to group in a distinctive
manner.”124
It is this question of typological thinking that
connects past and present, raising serious concerns about projects looking at the relationship
between genes, human variation, and what is popularly understood as race. Even when ventures
such as the International HapMap Project try to
be sensitive to questionable conflations between
lay understandings of race and scientific approaches to genetic variation,125 social categories
of race can still influence the way scientists and
the public think about human populations.

From Race to Population and Back
Notions of race employed by today’s geneticists and
biomedical researchers are not the same as 19th
century essentialist conceptions that drew hard and
fast distinctions between groups. The earlier efforts
were defined by a typological approach “that cast
human differences as static and unchanging.”126 They
assumed that phenotypes—outward physical distinctions such as skin color, facial features, and body
type—were meaningful and measurable proxies for
groups’ inherent worth.
With the end of World War II and the exposure of
Nazi atrocities, most scientists stopped talking about
races in favor of talking about populations. Population
genetics is widely interpreted as representing a crucial
scientific turn away from examining qualitative or typological categories of difference and towards measuring
quantitative differences in the distribution and frequency of genetic variations among and between certain
groups.127 Rather than focusing on categorizing people
by phenotype, population genetics is thought to have
put scientific racism in the past by focusing its attention
on the genotypes of various populations.
But a number of scholars question this interpretation. Rather than marking a clear move in an antiracist direction,128 they argue that the shift129 in the
life sciences from “race” to “population” is ambiguous
and that typological approaches to human difference

continue to influence population approaches to race
and genetics.130 As University of California, Santa Cruz,
sociologist Jenny Reardon concludes in her historical
account of this period and its reverberating effects on
modern research agendas such as the Human
Genome Diversity Project:
“No consensus about the role of race in studying
human origins and diversity emerged following
World War II. Physical anthropologists and geneticists did not all agree—contrary to prevalent historical opinion—that race had no biological
meaning, and should be replaced by a study of
populations. Not even did all agree that typologies
had no use in science. Rather, most sought to
redefine scientific ideas and practices for studying
race (including typologies) in the wake of what
many perceived as the abuse of these ideas and
practices by eugenicists, segregationists, and the
Nazis. . . . These questions would not be resolved
by the time the [Human Genome] Diversity Project
was proposed forty years later.”131
The difficulties with the population and essentialist
conceptions of race, as compared with the actual
pattern of observed genetic variability, are graphically
illustrated in Figure 2.
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African

A Essentialist concept of race.

European

B Population concept of race.

Asian

C Actual pattern of
genetic diversity.

Figure 2 The essentialist and population concepts of race contrasted with the actual
patterns of genetic variation (simplified to three geographic categories). Based on the work of Dr.
Jeffrey Long at the University of Michigan and depictions created by the Race—Are We So Different? project
of the American Anthropological Association.
A Essentialist concepts of race that were popular throughout the 19th and early 20th century held that the
human species was divided into several mutually exclusive yet tangentially overlapping groups based
largely upon physical features such as skin color and facial features.
B Population approaches treat race as clusters of local populations that differ genetically from one another,
whereby each group is considered a race. As depicted, this concept suggests an outer periphery of
unshared distinctiveness as well as substantial genetic similarity that is highlighted by the overlapping
regions.
C Contemporary data on human diversity supports a “nested subset” approach to race. This reflects the
fact that “people have lived in Africa far longer than anywhere else, which has allowed the population in
Africa to accumulate more of the small mutations that make up [human] genetic variation. Because only a
part of the African population migrated out of Africa, only part of Africa’s genetic variation moved with
them. For this reason, most genetic variation found in people living outside Africa is a subset of that found
among Africans.”132

Some argue that social categories of race and
genetic understandings of human difference are
strongly correlated, and that five main human
groups, each with notable genetic variation from
the rest, can be defined by continental ancestry.
This perspective is defended through the use of
at least three sets of studies in population
genetics.133
1. Genetic sampling across several continents
has allowed researchers to design tree diagrams that reflect human ancestry in a manner that corresponds with the five main
continents.
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2. Cluster analyses of other genetic data have
revealed genetic differences between groups
of different continental origins that roughly
map onto self-identified race.
3. Researchers have been able to show that genetic variants (alleles) at specific chromosomal locations that occur in 20% or more
of one continental population are likely to
appear in others, but those appearing less
frequently are more likely to be unique to
the one group. Since people of African descent are thought to have greater genetic
variability but more low-frequency alleles,
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some conclude that they have more racespecific genetic variations that provide
greater opportunities to link individuals
with specific sampled groups from sub-Saharan Africa.
However, University of California, San Diego
sociologist Steven Epstein notes that it is imperative to keep two crucial points in mind:
“First, the best way to understand genetic
diversity is in terms of geography. According
to Rick Kittles and Kenneth Weiss: ‘Human
genetic variation is actually characterized by
clines (spatial gradients) of allele frequency
rather than categorical variation between
populations, and the pattern varies among
genes for the historic reasons of drift, selection, and demographic history. . . . The pattern of variation can generally be described
as isolation by distance: genetic differences
between populations are roughly proportional to the geographic distance between
them.’
Second, and as a consequence of the
preceding, population differences at the
level of SNPs are invariably gradational
rather than absolute: there is no known
example of a polymorphism that is found
exclusively in a single social group (as
defined by race, ethnicity, nation, continent, etc.) or found universally within it.
Hence, all of the claims about grouprelevant polymorphisms . . . are actually
statements about percentages.”134

From Groups and Populations
to Individuals
This academic research on genetic differences
between continental groups underlies commercial services offering genetic ancestry testing.
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But there is an often unnoticed leap of logic between discussions of group genetic differences
and genetic ancestry tests’ ability to reliably say
anything meaningful about individual ancestry.
Studies of groups investigate frequency distributions of different populations’ genetic variations whose boundaries are recognized as being
inherently blurry. Their applicability to the genealogy of any individual is limited.
Moreover, there has been insufficient discussion of how translating academic research on
groups and populations into commercial ventures on individual ancestry can breathe new life
into biological notions of race. Physical anthropologist Deborah Bolnick notes that
“although [ancestry tests] emphasize the
individual as the crucial unit of analysis,
individual ancestry inference is closely tied
to our understanding of human groups and
the distribution of genetic variation among
them. Inferring an individual’s genetic
ancestry entails deciding that his or her
DNA was inherited from a certain group or
groups, and that cannot be accomplished
unless one first distinguishes groups that
differ genetically in some way. Thus, even
such individually-oriented genetic research
has implications for our understanding of
race and the pattern of human biological
diversity.”135
We can start to see how these various wings
of population genetics have converged around
the idea that individuals’ genetic markers can
map onto group-based social understandings of
race. To get a better sense of this relationship between group-based genetic research and individual ancestry inference, it is worth looking closely
at the products being offered and their underlying technologies.
Chapter 2 ■ Ancestry Tests: Back to the Future?
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Techniques Used by
Ancestry Tests
Currently, genetic ancestry tests take three main
approaches.
1. Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) tests rely on
the fact that this tiny, specialized part of our
DNA is passed only from mother to child
(unlike most DNA, which is a mixture from
both parents). It can therefore be used in
order to test a direct maternal line.
2. Y-chromosome tests analyze genetic markers passed from father to son to trace paternal ancestry.
3. Admixture mapping examines genetic
markers on non-sex chromosomes that contain DNA from both parents to estimate a
person’s percentages of African, Native
American, European, and East Asian ancestry.145 Significant methodological questions
remain concerning whether these tests accurately do what they say.
In the first two cases, ancestry is deduced by
determining the tested individual’s set of associated variations (haplotype) and comparing it with
haplotypes from individuals sampled from different geographic locations. This process can identify
whether any two individuals are related with a high
degree of certainty. However, it is also used to determine which populations share the individual’s
haplotypes to give customers a sense of where they
come from geographically as a proxy for what race
they might be. This second use of mtDNA and Ychromosome tests has severe limitations.
That is because both of these tests examine only
a very small fraction of the genetic material contributing to an individual’s genome. Each of our parents, grandparents, great grandparents, etc., contribute to our genetic makeup. Going back seven
generations, that is 128 great-great-great-greatgreat-grandparents who have an equal “say” in an
individual’s genome. Yet, mtDNA and Y-chromosome testing—combined—only provide information about two of those ancestors whose genetic in-
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The Business of DNA Ancestry Testing
Genealogy has been a solid business for years, using
technologies from microfilm to databases.136 The advent
of DNA testing has triggered a major shift in the industry,
accompanied by an influx of capital that is likely to fuel
further changes.
In late 2007, Spectrum Equity Investors paid $300
million for a controlling interest in The Generations
Network Inc. (TGN).137 TGN is the parent organization
of Ancestry.com (which advertises a specialty in African
connections) and several other websites.138
DNA testing has led directly to the founding of several
companies, the most high-profile being 23andMe of
Mountain View, California (funded in part by Google).139
The longer-established deCode Genetics obtained a
much-criticized agreement with Iceland in 2000 to
create a database of the entire population’s personal
medical records.140 In 2007, DeCode established a
gene-analysis service. Both companies initially offered
SNP analysis for around $1000, with ancestry testing as
just one component, but 23and Me has since cut its
price to $399, while deCode’s future is in some doubt
for financial reasons.141
The companies specializing in ancestry offer somewhat cheaper tests, with prices ranging from around
$140 to $350.142 The African American market is often
specifically targeted. For example, African Ancestry
claims a database of 25,000 indigenous African samples
from which to compare consumers’ genetic profiles.143
Others, such as DNA Tribes, clearly view African
Americans as a major market, but also emphasize
Native American and other lineages.144 �
The companies in the sample list on the next page
all specialize in genetic ancestry tests. Virtually all offer
both mtDNA and Y-chromosome tests, at prices ranging from $119 to $495 each, rounded to the nearest
dollar. Most also offer autosomal tests, and many offer
premium services. Many use “Ancestry by DNA 2.5”
software, developed by DNAPrint Genomics, which
owns Ancestral Origins and also markets forensic
DNA products.

formation has been passed down throughout time,
presumably unchanged, as shown in Figure 3.
What about the other 126 equal contributors?
Genetic tests based on mitochondrial DNA and
Y-chromosomes cannot “get to” their information
at all. They are therefore unlikely to provide a full
picture of the diverse contributions making up
an individual’s ancestry. Nevertheless, some
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Ancestry-Test Companies

What They Say

Additional Products

African Ancestry

“Once you unlock the mystery of your
genetic ancestry, your life will never be the
same!” (African Ancestry)

EuroDNA $429–$995 (various
companies; may be discounted if
purchased as upgrades)

“African-American DNA tests confirm. . . .
we have powerful roots!” (All My Roots)

Eurasian DNA, $430–567
(various)

“Discover your GeoGenetic links with
populations around the world.” (Ancestral
Origins)

Hindu ancestry, $499 (DNA
Testing)

African DNA
All My Roots
Ancestral Origins
Ancestry.com
Ancestry by DNA
Cambridge DNA
DNA Diagnostics Center
DNA Heritage
DNA Testing
DNA Tribes
DNA Worldwide
EthnoAncestry
Family Tree DNA
Genebase
Genelex
GeneTree
GeoGene

“Your Y-chromosome made you the man
you are today. . . . Picture yours about 300
million years ago. . . . Earth was dominated
by plants and insects, but this time had
also given rise to mammal-like reptiles.
This is where your Y-chromosome started.
Say hello to your ancestors.” (DNA
Heritage)
“Your Consumer Genetics Source™ since
2003.” (DNA Testing)
“Our goal is to go beyond the basic DNA
tests offered by other companies with bold
new innovations in ancestry testing and
interpretation.” (EthnoAncestry)

Genealogy packages, up to $895
(Genelex)
Paternity tests and relationship
tests for immigration, $149–649
(various)
Optional wall map, $15
(Chromosomal Laboratories)

“Using revolutionary DNA analysis,
find out how you are related to Marie
Antoinette—one of the most illustrious
women in European history.” (Genebase)

T-shirts with “country of origin,”
$20 (African Ancestry)

Oxford Ancestors
Roots for Real

“Heritage. History. Humanity.” (Identigene)

My Genetic Heritage
(Chromosomal Laboratories)

“The worlds’ only ‘Cohanim’ test,
which will identify those people
who share this set of markers
with the family of the Biblical
character Aaron.” (Family Tree
DNA, price unclear)

“History Unearthed Daily” (Family Tree
DNA)

“From a simple mouth swab our scientists
can trace your genetic lineage back thousands of years, to the dawn of humanity
itself. From just this tiny DNA sample we
can draw up a personalized wallchart that
follows your epic family journey from its
ancient outset and brings the distant past a
whole lot closer.” (GeoGene)

Identigene

Native American testing for
tribal rights (various, price
perhaps included)

Money-back guarantee on
wallcharts (GeoGene)
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or
A Mitochondrial inheritance (mtDNA)

B Y-chromosome inheritance
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C Testing for both mitochondrial
and Y-chromosome inheritance.
Figure 3 Inheritance patterns of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and the Y chromosome.
Ancestors whose contribution to an individual’s DNA cannot be ascertained from the given test are shaded
lightly. Note that these simplified diagrams do not include siblings. The person tested is at the bottom of
each sequence; above, in order, are the parents, grandparents and so on.
A Mitochondrial inheritance (mtDNA) runs from mother to child, but only daughters pass it on. Therefore
both males and females can be tested, but only the female line of ancestry (mother, maternal
grandmother, etc.) is described by an mtDNA test.
B Only males have a Y-chromosome, so this test is not applicable to females and only the male line
(father, paternal grandfather, etc.) is described.
C Testing for both mtDNA and the Y-chromosome still fails to account for the DNA of all but two members
of each generation, or 14 of 16 great-great-grandparents, 30 of 32 of the previous generation, and so on.
All the ancestors, however, do contribute to an individual’s DNA, even if they do not show up on these
particular tests.
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companies continue to market their mitochondrial and Y-chromosome tests as definitively revealing individuals’ ancestries, giving an impression of precision that is undermined by the tests’
limitations.148
The third type of test, admixture mapping, is
thought to resolve some of these problems. It
checks 175 autosomal markers—SNPs or other
markers that are thought to be related to certain
ancestral backgrounds. The alleles, or genetic
variants, used as markers are “those that have the
most uniqueness, or the largest differences in allele frequency among populations.”149 They are
referred to as Ancestry Informative Markers
(AIMs).
For example, a database might show that one
genetic marker is prevalent among samples from
West Africans but not Native Americans, leading
the admixture test to conclude that any person
with this marker has some West African heritage.
While most genetic markers do not reflect this
type of variation, admixture mapping relies upon
the few markers that do and are also connected to
a geographically distinct population.150
This blend of genetic information is thought
to be able to convey a better sense of overall ancestry, but admixture mapping has its own limitations. To talk about genes and ancestry in terms
of percentages and mixtures seems to presume
that racial purity exists, or existed at one time.
This can give a misleading impression that genetically distinct populations are real (or were so at
some point) and that social categories of race are
genetically verifiable.151
Moreover, as Harvard’s Duana Fullwiley
points out, “the very continents and peoples chosen for DNAPrint’s AIMs product were selected
due to their perceived proximity to what we in
North America imagine race to be. Although the
language of scientists who invented this panel of
AIMs is now that of ‘biogeographical ancestry’
the conceptual configuration of human racial typology remains intact.”152
Put differently, the very concept that AIMs
purport to objectively or genetically represent can
be understood as the driving assumption behind
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Special Types of DNA
Mitochondria are specialized, and essential, parts of a
cell, with their own 37-gene DNA, known as mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA).146 This is separate from the rest of
our DNA, which is collected in chromosomes in the
nucleus of each cell. Mitochondrial DNA is inherited
from the mother, as part of the outer egg.
Human cells, aside from egg and sperm, contain 46
chromosomes, in 23 pairs, one of which is sex-specific:
women have two X-chromosomes, men one X- and
one Y-chromosome.147 Eggs have 23 unpaired chromosomes, including an X, while sperm have 23 including
either an X- or a Y-chromosome but not both. The
Y-chromosome, which only males have, is therefore
always inherited from the father.
The 44 non-sex chromosomes (22 pairs) are known
as autosomes. They are inherited equally from both
parents; sperm and egg each contribute 22. Ancestry
testing based on autosomes may therefore give
information about either parent.

their configuration. And, while concepts such as
‘biogeographical ancestry’ are designed to support
the notion that race is a social construction and resist the idea that race is a genetic category, an application to patent AIMs belies this sensibility
through statements such as “BioGeographical Ancestry (BGA) is the heritable component of ‘race.’ ”153
As this example highlights, even dialogues on
genes, ancestry, and human populations that attempt to be sensitive to the fraught nature of this
conversation often wind up bolstering the view
that race reflects inherent biological differences.

Concerns about the
Genetic Ancestry Industry
No genetic variations are exclusive to any racial
group. A group of researchers recently noted in
Science magazine,
“Questionable scientific assumptions are
sometimes made [with] . . . genetic ancestry
tests. When an allele of haplotypes is most
common in one population, companies often
assume it to be diagnostic of that population.
This can be problematic because high genetic
diversity exists within populations and gene
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flow occurs between populations. Very few
alleles are therefore diagnostic of membership
in a specific population, but companies sometimes fail to mention that an allele could have
been inherited from a population in which it
is less common. Consequently, many consumers do not realize that the tests are probabilistic and can reach incorrect conclusions.” 154
As previously demonstrated in Figure 2, the
rules and delineations society makes in defining
who belongs to which group are not reflected at
the genetic level.
While researchers may be able to determine
that certain genetic variations occur more or less
frequently in certain geographically defined populations, they cannot conclusively connect an individual with that variation to the group in question.
Nor have they shown that these variations align
with social categories of race that are largely defined by phenotype or other cultural norms. Once
again, it is important to note that these tests look at
less than one percent of any individuals’ genome.
While not insubstantial, this is nonetheless quite
distant from an exhaustive understanding.155
Database limitations. Another issue is that inferences linking an individual’s genetic background
to a particular group of people are only as good as
the underlying group samples used by the genetic
ancestry industry. The entire enterprise depends
upon data from very small samples of people;
what might appear to be clear markers of a certain
group’s ancestry may, after broader sampling,
turn out not to define the group after all.156
Moreover, many of these databases and methods for deducing ancestral connections are proprietary and have not been subjected to the rigor of
peer review. Even the largest available databases do
not come close to capturing all of human genetic
diversity; individual matches made to one region
or group do not preclude the possibility that there
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Human Genetic Variation—A Work
in Progress
At the end of 2007, Science magazine named work
on human genetic variation its “Breakthrough of the
Year”:162
“The unveiling of the human genome almost 7
years ago cast the first faint light on our complete
genetic makeup. . . . In 2007, researchers came to
appreciate the extent to which our genomes differ
from person to person and the implications of this
variation for deciphering the genetics of complex
diseases and personal traits.”
This is not, however, an announcement of answers.
Rather, it celebrates the formulation of new questions—
which is good science, but less encouraging for already
commercialized applications that claim to use genetic
science. The rush to market the fruits of genetic research
might leapfrog the validation necessary for science to
make its strongest contributions. The Science article
concludes by saying,
“We have yet to fully comprehend the degree to
which our DNA differs from one person to the next.”

may be similar matches with people from other locations that have not yet been sampled.
These methodological issues are the likely
reason that individuals who take genetic tests
from multiple companies often receive conflicting results about their ancestral backgrounds.157
Each private database captures a different set of
haplotypes from across the globe. They are necessarily incomplete, and the genetic variations they
examine may be present in a given population but
not recorded in the sample used for testing.
Hype goes beyond the science. Genetic ancestry
companies often make claims beyond what can
be supported by science with regard to their ability to accurately pinpoint individuals’ ancestral
origins. For example, Genetic Testing Laboratories (GTL) offers a service called EarthOrigins
Chapter 2 ■ Ancestry Tests: Back to the Future?
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DNA Ancestry Testing, which purports to
“discover your anthropological roots. This
simple DNA test can tell you where on earth
your ancestors originated and traveled . . . your
unique geographical and racial heritage.”158
Yet, such claims fail to tell consumers that, as
anthropologist Deborah Bolnick explains,
“present-day patterns of residence are rarely
identical to what existed in the past, and social
groups have changed over time, in name and
composition. Databases of present-day samples
may therefore provide false leads.”159
Using today’s social categories of race and
geographical distribution of populations as transcendent reference points from which to understand groups’ past identities and locations is not
only scientifically unverifiable, but directly contradicts what we do know about the fluidity of social categorizations and migration patterns.160
More generally, language widely used in the
marketing of ancestry tests often suggests that racial or ethnic group affiliation reflects a series of
discrete, measurable human categories in which
there are clear connections between an individual’s DNA and group membership. For example,
determigene.com notes that
“our DNA Ancestry Test will provide you
with a simple and objective description of
your ancestral origins. The test gives you an

estimated percentage of ancestry from four
population groups: Native Americans, IndoEuropeans, East Asian, and Africans.”161
This and other DTC genetic ancestry companies often fail to clearly tell their customers that
there are no genetic variations that are exclusive
to any one racial group.

Conclusion:
Resisting Racial Typologies
The questionable claims made by some companies
that market genetic ancestry tests are certainly
cause for concern from a consumer protection
standpoint. In addition, these tests raise more subtle issues with broader social significance.
At best, using group-based population studies to speak to individuals’ ancestral pasts provides a sliver of information about a person’s ancestry. At worst, however, these commercial
endeavors can give new legitimacy to racial typologies and revive discredited beliefs that race
reflects fixed inherent differences.
Many scientists are highly skeptical of claims
made by commercial genetic testing in general, not
just those involving race and ancestry.163 Given
our historical tendencies to use presumed biological differences between races to justify unequal
treatment, we should pay close attention to how
market forces may allow the less-than-forthright
claims stemming from genetic ancestry testing to
breathe new life into archaic theories of race.

Recommendations
■
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Consumers should be protected from misleading and inaccurate marketing statements
about the accuracy of genetic ancestry tests.
This regulatory function should be taken on
by the federal government and by individual
states. In spring 2008, New York and California164 sent “cease and desist” letters to
companies offering genetic testing services
to their residents without the proper licensing due to the public health concerns raised
by such practices. (Many of these companies
subsequently reached agreements with reguChapter 2 ■ Ancestry Tests: Back to the Future?

lators and continue to market their products.) Similar types of regulatory scrutiny of
genetic ancestry companies and the questionable claims they make to consumers may
be warranted.
■

The United States Patent and Trademark
Office should give greater scrutiny to patent
applications claiming to find biological components to race. While such claims should
not necessarily be disallowed, a high evidentiary threshold should be required.
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Chapter 3

Race and DNA Forensics in the
Criminal Justice System
For centuries, forensic analysis of physical evidence has been used to help identify and convict
criminals. Tools such as traditional fingerprinting
and ballistics are often key parts of criminal investigations. Many police departments have entire forensics departments to assist officers and
the court.
Today, DNA technologies have radically reshaped the role of forensics in police work; even
small amounts of blood, saliva, or other biological materials left at a crime scene can crack open
a case. This dramatic change has been amplified
in popular culture to the extent that some express
concern about a “CSI effect”: without DNA evidence, prosecutors may find it difficult to convince juries of a person’s guilt.165 On the other
hand, some defense attorneys worry that once jurors hear that there is DNA evidence, they take it
as infallible.
It is important to note that DNA forensics can
be an appropriate and important tool. DNA evidence has been used to identify perpetrators and
to exonerate people previously found guilty on
less reliable evidence, overturning many wrongful
convictions, including scores of people on death
row.166
But a number of significant questions about
DNA forensics are beginning to emerge. The limitations of traditional or first-generation forensic
analyses (ballistics, fingerprinting, lie detectors,
etc.) have been discussed,167 and now scrutiny of

seemingly foolproof applications of DNA forensics is mounting. This section focuses on three
different aspects of DNA forensics—DNA databases, the use of DNA samples to build racial profiles of suspects, and familial searching—and the
impact they may have on minority communities.

How Does It Work?
DNA typing is the method used to identify individuals from DNA samples. Although humans
are over 99% genetically similar, the remaining
fraction is enough to ensure that each individual’s
DNA code is unique, with the exception of identical twins.
But forensic analyses do not check every part
of a person’s DNA to find out whether it matches
a given sample. Scientists have identified chromosomal regions called loci where there are short
tandem repeats (STRs)—“stretches of DNA where
the DNA replicating mechanism appears to ‘stutter,’ resulting in different numbers of copies of repeated sequences.”171 For example, the four-base
sequence ATCG might repeat at a particular
locus any number of times. Each sequence with
a different number of repetitions is a variant.
Since these variants’ chromosomal locations are
known, they provide a marker for the location of
nearby genes.
The number of repeats across a predetermined set of loci in a chromosome makes up an
individual’s unique genetic profile. The more loci
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DNA Entrapment?
Sometimes police think that DNA analysis will help
link a suspect to a crime, but do not have enough
evidence to get a court order to force the suspect
to give a sample. In at least one case, police
nonetheless obtained the DNA they wanted by
mailing a letter inviting the suspect to join a fake
class-action lawsuit on letterhead from a non-existent
law firm. The recipient licked the return envelope—
providing enough DNA to connect him with a rape.168
Does that violate the Fourth Amendment? Clearly
the police did not have probable cause in the legal
sense, or they would have obtained a court order.
So should the DNA evidence be admissible? The
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) argued that it
should not be, but the Washington Supreme Court
ruled 6–3 to allow it.169 Similar issues are being
discussed in many jurisdictions, such as the legality
of DNA dragnets where all individuals who fit a
suspect’s profile in a particular locale have their DNA
taken and compared to materials left by an unknown
suspect. Such dragnets have not been widely
successful in identifying perpetrators.170

that are checked, the more accurate the results.
The United States federal government uses 13
STRs as a standard. Its use of DNA forensics is
based upon calculations purporting to demonstrate that the chance that any two unrelated persons share the same set of 13 STRs making up a
genetic profile is one in several billion.172
Very little biological material is needed to
run these tests.173 Forensic scientists are able to
amplify trace amounts of DNA into samples suitable for analysis using a method known as polymerase chain reaction (PCR), which mimics the
normal cellular process that replicates organisms’
DNA. Once a sample with a known identity is secured—for example, from a DNA profile stored
in a database—tiny samples of unidentified materials (blood, hair, saliva, etc.) can be compared
across the 13-loci profile by using PCR to yield
“sufficient . . . product to allow detection of variation in DNA sequence or length from the original
biological sample.”174 This enables investigators
to determine whether the samples match or not.
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How Reliable Are DNA Forensic
Technologies?
DNA evidence itself is quite reliable. However, a
separate question involves the handling and interpretation of this evidence. The significant number
of mistakes that have been documented suggests
that a closer look is warranted.
Misinterpreted results have led to false convictions. Timothy Durham of Tulsa, Oklahoma,
spent four years in jail despite the testimony of
eleven witnesses that he was in another state at
the time of the rape for which he was convicted.
Poor interpretation of his DNA sample produced
false evidence, but it was taken to be more convincing than the witnesses. A re-test in 1997 exonerated him.175
Durham’s case highlights a characteristic that
distinguishes the current approach to DNA forensics from the way its first-generation predecessors are used and from other activities engaged
by law enforcement to produce leads: it has sometimes been the only evidence implicating a subject.176 This practice arguably puts a tremendous
and perhaps undue amount of faith in a technical
procedure with known interpretive and methodological limitations.
Forensic scientist Dr. Elizabeth A. Johnson
puts the matter succinctly. DNA evidence, she
says, “is very, very reliable if you do two things
right: if you test it right, and if you interpret the
results right. The problem is that jurors think it’s
absolute and infallible.”177
Among the problems with DNA forensics:
■

Contamination If a sample is mixed with
other DNA, which can happen at any stage
in collection, handling, and testing, both
false positives and false negatives can result.

■

Clerical errors Opportunities for introducing error arise during the procedures involved
with logging samples and computer data entry.

■

Misinterpretation When samples are
small or old, they are particularly susceptible
to being misinterpreted by laboratory personnel. Misinterpreting can also occur in
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The Scandal in Houston
In 2002, the Houston Police Department Crime Lab
was called “the worst in the country.”178 A leaky roof
contaminated evidence; technicians were poorly
trained and kept poor records. In addition, some
believe that analysts in the lab falsified—or simply made
up—results that could be used to obtain convictions.179
A two-year, $5.3 million investigation raised
questions about 599 cases:180
q 274 in which evidence was screened positively for
blood or semen, but no ABO typing was performed
q 139 in which the Crime Lab performed ABO typing
on evidence samples, but no comparison to known
reference samples was made
q 6 in which DNA analyses also performed by an
outside laboratory failed to include the suspect
implicated by the Crime Lab

cases of “mixtures,” e.g. when the DNA from
the crime scene consists of a mixture from
two or more individuals.
■

False matches Random false matches
do occur. They are most likely with close
relatives.183

DNA Databases
At the heart of the emerging controversy over forensic DNA technologies is the expanding use of
DNA databases. These databases store the genetic
profiles of felons and, in some jurisdictions, also of
people arrested or detained for felonies without
ever being charged. Police argue that larger collections of genetic profiles will allow rapid identification of offenders who leave behind samples containing DNA and help solve cold or future cases.
This approach to criminal justice has so far
been most prevalent in the United Kingdom,
where the technique was first developed. The UK

q 180 identified as containing a major issue with the
reliability of the Crime Lab’s work or the accuracy of
its reported results
In some of the few cases that have been examined
closely, it seems that defendants were persuaded to
avoid the death penalty by pleading guilty to lesser
charges of which they were innocent.181 This was
because they were presented with faked—or incompetently analyzed—DNA evidence. When one defense
attorney who had accepted a deal for his client found
out what happened, he remarked:
“If they had told me that, I would have come
unglued. I would have said, ‘Kiss my ass.
Dismiss the whole case.’”182

database now includes over 4.5 million profiles—
more than 5% of its population.184 Given the UK’s
policy of including almost anyone detained by
the police, some of the profiles routinely scanned
to identify criminal perpetrators are from children as young as seven months old.185
While the United States’ approach to DNA
databases to date has not been as aggressive as

The Innocence Project
The Innocence Project was started in 1992 at the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law in New York by
civil rights attorneys Barry Scheck and Peter Neufeld.
Its goal is to exonerate the innocent through postconviction DNA testing.
As of November 2008, DNA testing has helped
exonerate 223 people. In most cases, mistaken eyewitnesses and/or bad laboratory work contributed to
the convictions; false confessions played a role in a
quarter of the cases. Well over half of the exonerated
people were African American.186
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“The Informer in Your Blood”187
Professor (now Sir) Alec Jeffreys at the University
of Leicester (UK) developed DNA typing over two
decades ago.188 On September 10, 1984, he
recognized similarities and differences in samples
of DNA from related subjects, and immediately
understood its forensic potential.189
Since then, however, Jeffreys has become an
outspoken critic of the abuse and “mission creep”
that has accompanied the implementation of his
discovery.190 In particular, he believes “the retention
of innocent people’s DNA raises significant ethical
and social issues.”191
Jeffreys has suggested that one way to resolve the
issue is to profile the entire UK population, and to
store the data under the control of an independent
body.192 (Many civil liberties experts oppose storing
the DNA of innocent people.193) Under the present
circumstances, however, Jeffreys is against attempts
to extrapolate or create profiles from DNA:
“If these scientists are successful they will provide
police with the means of working out people’s
racial and medical histories just from the DNA
they leave behind. That is just not [ok].”194

the UK’s, recent developments suggest a shifting
dynamic. The FBI has been using DNA testing
in its investigations for about 20 years, as have
other state and federal agencies. A system known
as CODIS (Combined DNA Index System) was
launched in 1998 to integrate the DNA profiles
held by local, state, and national databases.
Although every state participates in CODIS,
each has different laws authorizing the collection
of DNA samples. Convicted violent offenders are
almost universally included in state databases. At
least 34 states have adopted “all felony” inclusion
rules; twelve other states also include DNA samples from those convicted of misdemeanors.195
But the new trend is to include persons
arrested for suspicion of committing a crime—
regardless of whether they are ever charged or convicted. In 2003, then–Attorney General John
Ashcroft announced plans to spend $1 billion to
upgrade the quality of federal DNA testing.196
Three years later, Congress authorized the Justice
Department to collect DNA from most people arrested or held by federal agents through a 2006
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amendment to the Violence Against Women
Act.197 States are following suit; eleven (including
California) have passed laws allowing law enforcement to take DNA samples from any adult
arrested for a felony.
The new rules include authority to collect
DNA from those detained for immigration violations. Deborah Notkin, former president of the
American Immigration Lawyers Association, responded to the change by noting, “This has taken
us by storm. It’s so broad, it’s scary. It is a terrible
thing to do because people are sometimes detained
erroneously in the immigration system.” 198

Cold Hits and Partial Matches
The rapid expansion of state and federal DNA databases has given rise to a new type of case in law
enforcement: the cold hit. University of California, Berkeley Law Professor Erin Murphy describes cold-hit cases as occurring when
“the major or only evidence is biological material linking the defendant to the
offense. In these cases, the government has
no investigatory leads, but develops a genetic
profile based upon some material left at a
crime scene. The government then runs that
forensic profile in a database and uncovers
a ‘match’—a stored sample associated with a
known person or offender.” 199
As DNA databases have grown, so too has the
cold-hit approach to solving crimes. As an example, Murphy notes that “whereas it took Virginia
nearly eight years, from 1993 to 2001, to reach its
first 1,000 cold hits, the state reached its second
1,000 in a matter of eighteen months. Since 2001,
the laboratory has averaged at least one cold hit a
day, and as of July 2002, that figure had doubled
to two and one half hits a day.”200
While some take cold hits as unassailable
proof of suspects’ guilt, much closer scrutiny is
warranted. The possibilities of contamination,
clerical error, misinterpretation, and random
matches apply to cold-hit cases as well as others.
Moreover, it is important is to distinguish between what forensic scientists call full and partial
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Juking Stats
Those familiar with HBO’s critically acclaimed series The
Wire might recognize the term “juking stats” and its
relation to criminal investigations. In the show, this
occurs when the police define terms and categories—
particularly those involving numerical values—in ways
that are most favorable to their underlying self-interest
and, in the process, distort what is really happening on
the ground. Or as the character Roman Pryzbylewski
succinctly put it, “Making robberies into larcenies.
Making rapes disappear. You juke the stats and majors
become colonels.”201
Is something similar happening with the presentation
of cold-hit evidence to juries? Take the case of John
Puckett as an example. Puckett was charged in 2004
with the 1972 murder of a San Francisco woman after
three-decades-old sperm from the assailant turned up
a hit in California’s offender database that implicated
him. No other evidence linked Puckett to the crime,
outside of the fact that he lived in the area at the time
the crime was committed. Based on the DNA evidence
alone, a jury convicted Puckett of first degree murder.
During the trial, prosecutors told the jury that the
chance that the cold-hit match across five and a half

loci was coincidental was 1 in 1.1 million. After the
trial, jurors said this played a significant part in their
decision to convict.202
What prosecutors did not tell the jury is that these
odds were calculated by using general population
figures as a referent, which estimates the chances of
matching DNA found at a crime to a person that is
randomly selected from the population. However, as
discussed in the sidebar “The Birthday Problem” (see
page 36), the odds that the cold hit reflects any one
suspect are significantly reduced once the size of the
DNA database is taken into consideration. The Los
Angeles Times reported203 that for Puckett, taking
the database size into consideration dramatically
increased the odds of the match being coincidental:
from 1 in 1.1 million to 1 in 3.204
Two expert committees—one assembled by
the FBI,205 the other by the National Research
Council206—have recommended adjusting the portrayal of these odds to reflect the limitations in play
with cold hits in a DNA database. Remarkably, neither local nor federal prosecutors have followed
these recommendations.

matches. A full match occurs when crime scene
evidence matches a known sample in a database
across the aforementioned 13 loci standard introduced by CODIS. Matches across fewer than 13
loci are known as partial matches.207 Increasingly,
partial matches are used even in cold-hit cases as
incriminating evidence. Some experts have testified that nine-locus matches constitute a unique
identification.208
But new questions about partial matches are
emerging. Bicka Barlow, a California attorney representing a defendant implicated in a rape/murder
by a cold hit matching across 13 loci, heard that
Arizona’s DNA database had two profiles that
matched across nine loci. After filing a subpoena
to find out more about this, she received a puzzling report: out of 65,493 offenders in Arizona’s

database in 2005, 122 pairs of people had genetic
profiles matching at 9 loci, 20 pairs matched at 10
loci, one pair of siblings matched at 11 loci, and
another pair of siblings matched at 12.209
Such findings seem implausible, given the accepted statistical norm that the odds of a random
match happening between any two people across
nine loci are about one in a billion. But therein lies
the problem: cold-hit matches that occur within
databases do not reflect the same odds as finding a
match within entire populations. University of California, Irvine criminologist William C. Thompson explains this paradox:
“The risk of obtaining a match by coincidence is far higher when authorities search
through thousands or millions of profiles
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“The Birthday Problem” and the
Limits of Forensic Database Matches
One way to think about the issues raised by finding
genetic profiles in DNA databases that match across
nine or more loci is through what is known among
statisticians as the birthday problem.210 This problem
asks a broad question: “What is the probability that
any two people in a room with at least 23 persons
share the same birthday?”
Most people think that the probability is fairly
small, e.g. 1 in 365. This is a population-wide figure
that reflects the chances that any two randomly chosen people share the same birthday. However, when
the pool of compared profiles is limited in a way that
comparisons are only being made among 23 or more
other people in a room—not unlike making comparisons in a DNA database with a defined number of
profiles—the probability of a match substantially
increases.
This surprising result becomes more understandable when you consider that, in a room with 23 people, there are 253 distinct pairs of people (23 x 22/2).
Therefore, there are 253 chances for a match—a far
cry from the population-wide 1-in-365 probability.
While not a perfect parallel to DNA databases, the
birthday problem illustrates the often radically different chances in finding a match when probabilities
are expressed in relation to the general population
as opposed to a defined number of profiles in a
database.

for a match than when they compare the
evidentiary profile to the profile of a single
individual who has been identified as a suspect for other reasons. As an illustration,
suppose that a partial DNA profile from a
crime scene occurs with a frequency of 1 in
10 million in the general population. If this
profile is compared to a single innocent suspect, the probability of a coincidental match
is only 1 in 10 million. Consequently, if one
finds such a match in a single-suspect case it
seems safe to assume the match was no coincidence.
“By contrast, when searching through a
database as large as the FBI’s National DNA
Index System (NDIS), which reportedly contains nearly 6 million profiles, there are literally
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millions of opportunities to find a match by
coincidence. Even if everyone in the database is
innocent, there is a substantial probability that
one (or more) will have the 1-in-10 million
profile. Hence, a match obtained in a database
search might very well be coincidental.
“Consider that among the 6 billion or
so people on planet earth we would expect
about 600 to have the one-in-10-million
DNA profile; among the 30 million or so in
the United States we would expect to find
about 30 people with the profile. How certain can we be that the one matching profile
identified in a database search is really that
of the person who committed the crime?”211
Therefore it is not accurate to say, as many
prosecutors in criminal cases do, that a 1 in 10
million probability match to a cold hit means that
the chances that the profile is not the suspect’s is 1
in 10 million.212 Cold hits cannot distinguish between any one of the approximately 600 people in
the world with this profile. Innocence or guilt
cannot be established without other evidence.
But what is remarkable is how state and federal governments are resisting calls to fully investigate the existence of numerous database matches across nine or more loci. An Arizona judge has
barred Barlow from circulating the report on Arizona’s multiple database matches. A California
judge has denied her access to similar data concerning California’s rapidly expanding DNA database.213 These judicial rulings, in addition to the
FBI’s continued resistance,214 led University of
California, Berkeley population geneticist Montgomery Slatkin to comment that “when the government works very hard to hide something, it
suggests that they have something to hide.”215

Whose DNA Is in These
Databases?
DNA forensics’ implications must be considered in
light of the sheer number of Americans involved
with the criminal justice system and the cyclical,
revolving-door experience some communities
have with prisons, jails, and parole offices.
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Figure 4 Prisoners in U.S. federal and state prisons and local jails, 1980–2007. The main graph
(left y-axis) shows the number of inmates; the dashed one (using the y-axis on the right) shows the total
U.S. population. Over less than three decades, the number of inmates grew by 362%, from 0.5 million to
2.3 million, while the total population grew by only 33%, from 227 million to 302 million. Prisoners data,
1980–2006, from Bureau of Justice annual reports; 2007 estimate from One in 100: Behind Bars in
America 2008, The Pew Center on the States, 2008. Population data from the U.S. Census Bureau.

A February 2008 report from the Pew Center
on the States found that “for the first time, more
than one in every 100 adults is now confined in an
American jail or prison.”216 At over 2.3 million
adults, the number of incarcerated individuals in
the United States far outpaces the number incarcerated in China (1.5 million), despite its much
greater population.217 Russia is a distant third with
890,000 in jail. The United States’ prison population has increased dramatically over the last quarter-century, as shown in Figure 4. It doubled in the
1980s alone, and the increase has barely slowed
since.
Discussions of law enforcement in the United
States that fail to consider race are fundamentally
incomplete. When considering how laws authorizing more aggressive DNA collection intersect

with a rapidly expanding prison population, it is
important to question not only how many people
are being included in these databases, but also
which people are being sampled. A comparison of
incarceration rates by race shows that Whites are
dramatically less likely to be in imprisoned than
Hispanics or Blacks, as shown in Table 1.
The trend shown in the table is true for every
age group. To go a bit further, one in every nine
Black men between the ages of 20 and 34 is incarcerated, and one in ten of those aged 35–39.221
For women between the ages of 35 and 39, one in
355 White women is incarcerated; the figure is
one in 100 for Black women of the same age.222
Different groups have very different experiences with the criminal justice system. The divergences in incarceration rates reflect, in part,
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Table 1 Incarceration Rates by Age and Ethnicity
White

Black

Hispanic

All

1 in 245

1 in 41

1 in 96

Men, 18 or older

1 in 106

1 in 15

1 in 36

Men, 20–24

1 in 60

1 in 9

1 in 24

Women, 18 or older

1 in 859

1 in 203

1 in 436

Women, 20–24

1 in 453

1 in 157

1 in 289

Source: Pew Center on the States, 1 in 100: Behind Bars in America, p. 34.

policing practices that disproportionately target
minority communities.223 These practices—not
to mention the thousands arrested or detained
without being charged—suggest that Blacks and
Latinos are significantly overrepresented in state
and federal DNA databases. While actual numbers are not available, Greely et. al. estimate that
profiles from Blacks make up at least 40% of the
federal government’s offender database.224
With minorities disproportionately represented in these DNA databases, their communities will
increasingly find themselves under genetic surveillance, and all too often subject to the injustices that
may stem from inaccurate interpretations of DNA
tests. According to D. H. Kaye and Michael E.
Smith of Arizona State University,
“Without seismic changes in Americans’
behavior or in the criminal justice system,

nearly 30% of Black Males, but less than
5% of white males, will be imprisoned on
a felony conviction at some point in their
lives. Arrest, prosecution, and conviction are
so pervasive in Black communities that, on
any given day, a Black American is five times
more likely to be in jail than is a White. An
adult Black male is four times more likely to
be under some form of correctional supervision, six-and-a-half times more likely to be
incarcerated somewhere, and eight times
more likely to be in prison than his white
counterpart.”225
They conclude, “There can be no doubt that
any database of DNA profiles will be dramatically
skewed by race if the sampling and typing of
DNA becomes a routine consequence of criminal
convictions.”226

Minority Communities and the War on Drugs
Between 1995 and 2003, the number of people incarcerated for drug offenses in federal or state prison has
risen 21%, and the number in jail rose an astonishing
47%.218 According to the Justice Policy Institute,
“The growing rate of incarceration for drug offenses is not borne equally by all members of society.
African Americans are disproportionately incarcerated for drug offenses in the U.S., though they use
and sell drugs at similar rates to whites. . . . African
Americans made up 13 percent of the total U.S.
population, but accounted for 53 percent of sentenced drug offenders in state prisons in 2003.” 219
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These disparities are often attributed to the fact
that crack cocaine (presumed to be used largely by
Blacks) draws higher sentences than powdered
cocaine (used largely by Whites). But the statistics
suggest that something deeper is at work. Only 24%
of crack users are African American, yet they make up
over 80% of those sentenced for crack offences.�220
Given that both federal and state governments
are expanding DNA databases by including arrestees
in addition to those charged or convicted with crimes,
the disproportionate character of the war on drugs
is likely to lead to distinctively racialized DNA
databases.
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Moreover, the civil liberties concerns linked
to warehousing DNA profiles—including privacy
concerns related to disease predisposition, familial relations, etc.—will disproportionately fall on
minority communities.

Sifting DNA Databases to Catch
Family Members
On an evening in May 2003, an inebriated Craig
Harmon stumbled to a bridge overlooking a highway in Southern England. For no apparent reason
or motive, he decided to drop a brick from the
overpass into oncoming traffic. That brick crashed
through the window of a cab driven by Michael
Little and hit him in the chest, causing a fatal heart
attack.228
The police were initially without any suspects,
but had one clue: the brick had blood on it from
someone other than the victim—presumably from
the brick-thrower. The profile gathered from this
evidence did not turn up a full hit when checked
against the UK’s DNA database. But a search for
partial matches—which indicate that the sample
might belong to a relative of a person in the database—found a list of people who shared a high
number of genetic markers with the then-unknown suspect. After restricting this list by neighborhood, the police were led to a man who mentioned he had a brother living near the town where
the brick was thrown. That brother was Craig Harmon, who later confessed.
This case highlights the growing use of DNA
databases by law enforcement to go beyond their
original purpose of cataloging certain criminals’
DNA on the chance that they might commit another crime. While the outcome in this case was apparently just, this approach to law enforcement raises
serious questions and opens up possibilities for
abuse. Police are now using partial matches in DNA
databases to bring extended families under surveillance—most of whom have never broken the law.
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Civil Liberties and DNA Databases
DNA is the most personal of data. The privacy issues
around it are just beginning to reach public
attention. This includes growing concern about the
expansion of DNA databases in criminal cases. In
particular, civil liberties experts are worried about
the increasing tendency to not only include
convicted criminals in these databases, but also
those arrested yet never charged as well as people
cleared as innocent.
ACLU Science Advisor Tania Simoncelli and Tufts
University Professor Sheldon Krimsky write:
“As a matter of policy, the notion that
innocent individuals should not have DNA
taken without their knowledge or consent or
retained permanently in a database, or be
coerced into providing samples, is reasonable
for a society that values freedom and individual privacy. Yet, exactly the opposite is
happening . . . the default position seems
to be that DNA is open for the taking.”227

Bieber et. al. note in a 2006 Science Policy Forum
article that the consequences of familial searching
are that “a new category of people effectively would
be placed under lifetime genetic surveillance. Its
composition would reflect existing demographic disparities in the criminal justice system, in which arrests and convictions differ widely based on race,
ethnicity, geographic location, and social class. Familial searching potentially amplifies these existing
disparities.” 229
Close relatives such as parents, siblings and
children share about 50% of each other’s genetic
variants and STR lengths; more distant relatives
such as uncles, aunts, nephews, and nieces share
about 25% of each other’s DNA variants.230 Thus,
using partial matches to identify potential suspects radically expands the power and purpose of
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DNA databases from the individual to the family,
implicating a number of people who may have
nothing to do with the original crime. And given
these databases’ composition, racial minorities are
the most likely to be implicated in crimes they
may very well not have committed.
Indeed, recent figures from the UK—where
policing practices are similarly skewed against racial minorities—show that “nearly four in 10 black
men in the UK are on the police’s national [DNA]
database compared with fewer than one in 10 white
men.”231 As one UK commentator noted, the racial
architecture of DNA databases fosters a presumption that “if you are black you are going to be
guilty—if not now but in the future . . . [which
amounts to] genetic surveillance. . . . Anyone on the
database—and family members—can more easily
be linked to a crime scene if their DNA is found
there. This may be because they are a criminal, or
because they [merely] visited the scene prior to the
crime.”232
All available evidence suggests that a comparable racial architecture is developing in the United States, with similar consequences for extended
families in communities of color. Given Blacks’
disproportionate representation in the American
criminal justice system, Greely et. al. estimate that
“more than four times as much of the AfricanAmerican population as the U.S. Caucasian population would be ‘under surveillance’ as a result of
family forensic DNA and the vast majority of
those people would be relatives of offenders, not
offenders themselves.”233
The consequence of this could soon be a situation where effectively people who live in Black
neighborhoods are on file, while those who live in
White neighborhoods are probably not. Simon
Cole of the University of California, Irvine,
explains:
“Familial searching exacerbates the discriminatory effects of database composition. . . .
Inclusion of an individual in a database effectively adds that individual’s close relatives
to the database as well. In the context of an
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arrestee database, in a society in which young
African-American males have a one in three
chance of experiencing some form of state
custody, this could quickly result in effectively incorporating entire neighborhoods
and ethnic communities into the database.”234

Predicting Criminality
The mass collection and storage of genetic profiles
raises further concerns when considered together
with continued efforts by behavioral geneticists to
find genetic predispositions for criminality. Despite the string of discredited theories concerning
a genetic basis to crime, some scientists continue
to search for genetic variations that might underlie a propensity to engage in anti-social behaviors
that are often criminal.235 These efforts are converging with DNA forensics in ways that, as Troy
Duster puts it, raise the “specter of a 21st century
phrenology”:
“It is almost inevitable that a research agenda
will surface to try to find patterns of allele
frequencies, DNA markers, and genetic profiles of different types of criminals. One could
do a SNP profile of rapists and sex offenders,
and find some markers that they putatively
share[;] ‘ethnic-affiliation estimations of
allele-frequencies’ is high on the research
agenda in forensic science. . . . But like the
phrenology of the 19th century, these markers will be precisely that, ‘markers’ and not
explanatory of the causes of violent crime.”236
While the scenario laid out by Duster may
sound unlikely to some, a project like this would
not be unprecedented. In the early 1990s, a number of federal administrators including Dr. Frederick Goodwin (then head of the Alcohol, Drug
Abuse, and Mental Health Administration) and
Louis Sullivan (then Health and Human Services
Secretary) put forth a failed proposal known as
the Violence Initiative, which was seen as a
mechanism for the federal government to combat inner city violence through policymaking. It
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Phrenology, a Classic Pseudo-Science
The theory of phrenology held that bumps on the skull
marked the development of traits in the brain. German
physician Franz Joseph Gall identified 27 such traits around
1800, including several kinds of memory (of people, words,
and facts), several senses (including a sense of the
connectedness of numbers), wit, pride, affection and the
tendency to commit murder.237
Gall claimed to be able to run his fingers over individuals’
heads and identify them as a pacifist, a priest or a violent
criminal. This was very popular in the 19th century, and to a
lesser extent into the 20th. In practice, however, like its
relatives craniology and anthropometry (which measured
skulls and bodies, respectively), these measurements largely
reflected then-prevalent social prejudices.

worked from two essential premises: (1) that
inner city violence has a genetic or biological
basis and (2) that such genetic predispositions to
violence can be detected and mitigated through
early intervention.238 As Goodwin noted in a
1992 address to the American Psychiatric Association, the purpose of the Violence Initiative
was to “design and evaluate psychosocial, psychological, and medical interventions for at risk
children before they become labeled as delinquent or criminal. This is the point of it all . . .
identifying at risk kids at a very early age before
they have become criminalized.”239
As Nicole Hahn Rafter notes, “Today, biological explanations are once again leading in efforts
to account for human behavior, and biological
theories of crime have once again begun to attract
serious attention.”240 And race is likely to play a
central role in how genetic predispositions to
criminality are researched and communicated, as
it did in the proposal for the Violence Initiative.241
As new biotechnologies—perhaps aided by racially skewed forensic databases—are used to propose

what may be seen as more sophisticated connections between individual criminality, genetic
markers, and group membership, it is not difficult
to guess which groups are likely to receive a disproportionate amount of attention.

Using DNA to Build
Racial Profiles
Biological materials left behind at a crime scene
are no longer simply matched to suspects or used
to generate cold hits. Technology similar to the
admixture mapping employed by genetic ancestry
tests is now being used to generate phenotypical
descriptions of suspects.
Private companies are offering these new services to law enforcement. One, DNAPrint Genomics, is heavily marketing its product, DNAWitness, as a way to save time, money, and lives. From
the DNAWitness website:
“Law enforcement officers use this testing
service to determine genetic heritage from
DNA samples obtained from crime scenes,
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narrowing the potential suspect pool to a
more focused group of likely candidates.
The test enables law enforcement agencies
to reduce both the cost and time needed to
apprehend suspects. Current forensic DNA
products in the market act like a fingerprint
and can only be used to match DNA specimens. DNAPrint® is the first forensic product
that provides predictive capability.”242
An example of this technology in action is the
high-profile case of Louisiana serial killer Derrick
Todd Lee (see Figure 5). Studies suggesting that
most serial killers are White, along with an eyewitness account, led police to look for a White male as
the perpetrator of several heinous murders. But
scientists at DNAPrint Genomics analyzed DNA
samples provided by police and identified the suspect as having 85% African and 15% American Indian ancestry. This led local police to change their
profile, contributing to Lee’s arrest.
Certainly, the arrest and conviction of Lee is a
positive outcome, and the contribution of DNA
forensics should not be disregarded. Moreover,
many law enforcement officers would argue that
in this example, DNA technologies are being used
to generate leads, not to convict people. While
this is a point well taken, we should not overlook
the possible abuses and misconceptions that may
come from presuming that definitive links can be
made between race and genes.
The problems underlying biotechnologies that
estimate a person’s “bio-geographical ancestry” as
a proxy for physical appearance or racial background are discussed in Chapter 2. Of course, the
stakes become drastically higher once we shift the
conversation from recreational genetics to law
enforcement.
It is one thing when implicitly or explicitly
conflating social categories of race with genetic
categories leads to less-than-accurate understandings of an individual’s ancestry. It is quite
another when these less-than-precise mechanisms become part of a criminal justice system.
And it is this type of market transition from rec-
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Figure 5. Left: Police sketch of suspect from
eyewitness account and profiling.
Right: Convicted serial killer Derrick Todd Lee.243

reational genetics to law enforcement that DNAPrint Genomics is proposing with what it calls
molecular photofitting: “methods to produce forensically (or biomedically) useful predictions of
physical features or phenotypes from an analysis
of DNA variations . . . [to provide] a summary list
of physical traits like height, weight, hair color,
eye color, and race, and a fuzzy or low resolution
picture.”244
DNAPrint Genomics has expanded its
DNAWitness product line, to offer EUROWitness
1.0. An initial test showing greater than 50% Indo-European admixture can be further refined to
provide details of percentage Northwestern European, Southeastern European, Middle Eastern
and South Asian ancestry.245 The company also
offers a test called RETINOME claiming to predict a suspect’s eye color.
While law enforcement uses all types of
methods to produce leads, the presumed infallibility of DNA technologies can lead prosecutors,
judges, juries, and others involved in the criminal
justice system to think differently about the evidence in relation to the suspect. As seen with the
cold-hit approach, DNA forensics, unlike other
methods of law enforcement, has been used as
the sole piece of evidence in a number of prosecutions. That means that any methodological or interpretive imprecision can have a much greater
impact on outcomes.
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Moreover, the DNA techniques employed by
private companies to assist law enforcement are
proprietary, so the methods and assumptions underlying their claims have not been scrutinized by
the broader scientific community. This raises a
number of serious questions, most importantly
that the scientific community has not yet been
able to evaluate a technique that is being used to
imprison people.

Conclusion: Effects on
Minority Communities
DNA forensics began as a limited tool to track
particularly egregious offenders—essentially
murderers and rapists only. In 20 years, its uses
have expanded enormously. DNA technologies
are now used
■

To build large databases of genetic profiles
that often permanently include the DNA of
people who have not been convicted, but
only arrested or detained

■

To charge and convict people even when
there is no other evidence of their guilt,
through the use of “cold hits” that are sometimes “partial matches”

■

To construct predictive racial profiles through
“molecular photofitting”

■

To place families and communities under
surveillance through “familial searches.”

This is what Troy Duster has called molecular
genetics’ function creep: the ever-expanding use
of DNA technologies into new spheres that may
not have been contemplated during the technology’s original development.246
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These applications of DNA technologies are
likely to be deployed without fully examining
their assumptions, methodologies, and implications—all too often leading them to unfairly burden minority suspects and communities.
One close observer of DNA forensics, University of California, Irvine’s William C. Thompson, summarizes the situation:
“DNA tests are not now and have never been
infallible. Errors in DNA testing do occur.
DNA evidence has caused false incriminations and false convictions, and will continue
to do so. Although DNA tests incriminate
the correct person in the great majority of
cases, the risk of false incrimination is high
enough to deserve serious consideration in
debates about expansion of DNA databases.
The risk of false incrimination is borne
primarily by individuals whose profiles are
included in government databases (and
perhaps by their relatives). Because there
are racial, ethnic, and class disparities in the
composition of databases, the risk of false
incrimination will fall disproportionately on
members of the included groups.”247
The misuse of DNA forensics threatens all
people’s civil liberties. But the threat to minority
communities is significantly greater; groups with
disproportionate contact with law enforcement
(who are disproportionately represented in criminal databases) will disproportionately bear its
burdens. Unless we address the underlying inequities in the criminal justice system, DNA technologies are all too likely to aggravate racial
injustice.
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Recommendations
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■

To uphold the presumption of innocence,
DNA databases should include only people
convicted of serious felonies such as murder
or sexual assault. Profiles of arrestees and
detainees should be relinquished if and when
they are no longer considered suspects.

■

To protect civil liberties, DNA collection
should be permitted only when there is a
court warrant supported by probable cause or
truly informed voluntary consent. Surreptitious collection of DNA samples should be
prohibited and DNA dragnets should not be
based upon race (e.g. taking samples from all
Black males in a given area) except under
extraordinary circumstances.

■

To minimize the potential for racial profiling,
DNA technologies that are used to describe a
suspect’s race should be permitted only when
the underlying methodologies are openly
known and subject to scrutiny by the scientific community. Proprietary applications
leave too many unanswered questions about
the underlying techniques and assumptions,
which exacerbates the potential for abuse.

■

When cold-hit evidence is presented to a jury,
calculated probabilities should reflect the size
of the database, which provides a more statistically accurate depiction of the likelihood of
finding a match.
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Conclusion
Racially tailored medicines, new ways of investigating individual ancestry, and expanding forensic tools for law enforcement are laudable attempts at harnessing the power of biotechnology
to improve everyday life. But these and other developments in human biotechnology also have
the potential to negatively affect communities of
color and, moreover, to distort public understandings of race.
Playing the Gene Card? highlights the significant concerns that come to the forefront when
social categories of race are treated as genetic
boundaries of human difference. This tendency
leads to a key question: are these applications and
their high public visibility reinventing the biological notions of racial difference that figured so
prominently in the 19th and early 20th centuries?
Put another way, is biological race back?
These are difficult questions to answer. What is
clear, however, is that we are at a critical moment.
Over the past half century, progress in race relations has been fundamentally linked to the shift
from thinking about race as a category marking inherent differences to understanding it as reflecting
culture and social choices. What will happen if or
when biological notions of racial difference once
again become routine parts of scientific and public
conversations on racial difference and disparities?
Whether new human biotechnologies turn
out to disproportionately burden racial minorities and distort lay understandings of race de-

pends heavily upon the care with which researchers, biotech companies, and policymakers treat
race in their work. It is crucial that we require
sound evidence for any claims attempting to link
social categories of race to genetic differences.
Towards that end, we propose the following:
■

Encourage researchers to adopt guidelines
(discussed below) for using racial categories
in human biotechnology research

■

Require government agencies and publicly
funded researchers to include Race Impact
Assessments when developing human biotechnology research, products and services

■

Establish additional regulatory requirements
to prevent producing or legitimating racial
inequities in the development and use of
human biotechnology

Racial Categories in Human
Biotechnology Research
A group of faculty members from Stanford University recently published a set of guidelines for
using race in human genetics research.248 These
guidelines, which the New Scientist termed the
“Ten Commandments of Race and Genetics,”249
provide both a descriptive account of the relevance of race to biomedical research and normative suggestions for using racial categories in a
responsible manner.
Conclusion
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The authors recognize that there is no scientific basis for the idea that human genetic variation
reflects any sort of racial hierarchy and acknowledge that racial categories exist within social and
political contexts that shift over time. They discourage researchers from using race as a proxy for
biological similarity, and caution against what they
term the “naïve leap” to genetic explanations of
complex social phenomena such as IQ or propensity for violence. Yet they believe that research on
race and human genetics can proceed responsibly.
These guidelines are an important contribution, and should be adopted widely. But as Playing
the Gene Card? clearly demonstrates, concerns
about race and human biotechnologies cannot be
limited to individual research agendas or best
practices in clinical settings. Instead, it is crucial to
consider how these technologies, particularly
when taken together, are likely to have a public impact. However laudatory, no set of voluntary
guidelines or recommendations can obviate the
need for greater public oversight of how racial categories are deployed in biotech research and marketing. This point is particularly relevant since the
approval of regulatory bodies such as the Food and
Drug Administration and the United States Patent
and Trademark Office can allow the State to give
official legitimacy to claims about race and genes.

Race Impact Assessments
Given the remarkably high stakes involved and
the rapid development of biotechnology products
and services that implicate racial categories, it is
time for policymakers to take these matters under
serious consideration. Responsible regulation
and oversight can go a long way towards ensuring
that these products and services are based on
sound scientific research, and that they do not
promote unfounded biological theories of racial
difference. Regulators can help prevent or minimize inappropriate commercial pressures, lessthan-forthright marketing, and the often unintentional re-articulation of folk notions of
biological race. The goal is to create an environment in which research and scientific innovation
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can move forward while guarding against potentially harmful social outcomes.
How can this be accomplished? In order to
encourage more forethought in regulatory decision-making and implementation, other fields
have adopted the use of impact assessments. One
relevant example is the health impact assessment,250 which is a set of procedures, methods,
and tools that, according to the World Health
Organization,
“provide a structured framework to map the
full range of health consequences of any proposal, whether these are negative or positive.
It helps clarify the expected health implications of a given action, and of any alternatives being considered, for the population
groups affected by the proposal. It allows
health to be considered early in the process
of policy development and so helps ensure
that health impacts are not overlooked.”251
Public health researcher John Kemm notes
that despite different definitions, two essential
characteristics of health impact assessments are
that they “seek to predict the future consequences
for health of possible decisions; and that [they]
seek to inform decision-making.”252 For example,
a health impact assessment of a proposal for a new
factory would look at a number of ways it may affect the local population’s health, such as whether
emissions from the building are linked to adverse
health outcomes and how best to contain them.
Similar regulatory assessments of the possible
public impact of an innovation or initiative may be
instructive for identifying and mitigating their
possible adverse effects for racial minorities. Race
impact assessments253 could encourage shared responsibility among multiple actors—including
regulators, researchers, internal review boards, and
affected communities and their representatives—
in making sure that human biotechnologies are
not used to promote unfounded biological understandings of race and that claims made about the
relationship between race and genetics are legitimate. Just as health impact assessments aim “to en-
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hance recognition of societal determinants of
health and of intersectoral responsibility for
health,”254 race impact assessments could promote
recognition of the social construction of race and
the social determinants of racial disparities.
What might such race impact assessments
look like in the context of human biotechnology?
As an example, the Food and Drug Administration could convene an advisory committee as part
of its review process to evaluate whether medicines like BiDil might reinforce biological understandings of race when no biological or genetic
mechanism has been identified.
The composition of such a committee would
have to accurately reflect the impacted stakeholders and constituents. Its assessment would not be
limited to reviewing biostatistical evidence from
clinical trials. It would also consider the effects
race-specific medicines might have on broader
commitments to racial justice, specifically in the
context of past discrimination based on biological notions of race. While the FDA’s authority is
currently restricted to issues concerning safety
and efficacy, this approach might encourage narrowly tailored mechanisms to ensure that a drug’s
beneficiaries have access without prematurely
giving legitimacy to biological understandings of
racial difference.
A race impact assessment of ancestry tests
might lead federal and/or state governments to
closely scrutinize marketing claims to ensure that
they do not overstate the current state of the science. Such assessments might lead regulators to
require genetic testing companies to limit their
advertising to scientifically verifiable statements,
and to give consumers adequate information
about the tests’ limitations.
In the context of DNA forensics, a race impact assessment could shed light on policy shifts
that might disproportionately affect certain com-

munities, such as familial searching or including
arrestees that have not been convicted in DNA
databases. This assessment might encourage refinements and recalibrations that could lessen the
burden on those communities while ensuring
that law enforcement has the tools it needs.
The overall goal of a race impact assessment
would be the same as its counterparts in public
health and other realms: to increase dialogue between stakeholders and policymakers so as to
balance competing interests though strategic
planning that promotes the public good.

Responsible Regulation
Race impact assessments would be just one part
of the answer to the emerging challenge of promoting racial and social justice in the development of human biotechnologies. Specific regulatory protections, including those recommended
in Playing the Gene Card? are also needed. In
sum, these recommendations are:

Race-specific drugs
■

The Food and Drug Administration should
approve race-specific drugs only when welldesigned clinical trials show them to be efficacious in the specified population, and
inefficacious in other populations.

■

The FDA should seek the authority to consider the broader social implications of racespecific drugs, in order to avoid any
government action that might give legitimacy to biological understandings of racial
difference.

Genetic ancestry tests
■

The Federal Trade Commission should
ensure the accuracy of marketing claims by
companies that offer genetic ancestry tests.
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■

The United States Patent and Trademark
Office should require a high evidentiary
threshold for patent applications claiming
to find biological components of sociopolitical constructs such as race.

DNA forensics
■

To uphold the presumption of innocence,
federal and state governments should permit
DNA databases to store only profiles of people convicted of serious felonies such as
murder or sexual assault.

■

To protect civil liberties, surreptitious DNA
collection should not be permitted, and
DNA dragnets should not be based upon
race except under extraordinary circumstances.

■

To minimize the potential for racial profiling, using DNA technologies to describe a
suspect’s race should be permitted only when
the underlying methodologies are openly
known and subject to scrutiny by the scientific community.

■

When cold-hit evidence is presented to a
jury, calculated probabilities regarding the
strength of the match should take into
consideration the size of the database.

Used responsibly, human biotechnologies hold
great promise for improving human health and
other aspects of our lives. But it is also important
to acknowledge the concerns that arise when
promising research is prematurely translated into
commercial and forensic applications that may
exacerbate health disparities and encourage new
forms of inequality.
Scientific research should certainly be permitted the latitude to answer some of the deep mysteries about humanity and human difference. Yet, it is
similarly important to realize that we may be at the
precipice of a new era of biologizing racial difference. If we are to avoid the despair produced by
previous eras of racial essentialism while also seeing that these technologies realize their benefits,
sensible regulation and oversight—at local, state,
and federal levels—are essential. Time is short; the
very character of race and equality in the 21st century are at stake.

The complete text of Playing the Gene Card? A Report on Race and Human Biotechnology, including
endnotes, and links to related material, are available at http://www.thegenecard.org.
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